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ABSTRACT.
The research has been concentrated on the laws affecting physical
pl~ng in the country. The main statutes studied include:

vr 1. The Bengal Municipal Act, 1932 (Repealed)
2,.~The East Bengal Building Construction Act, 1952~
p~The Town Improvement Act, 1953(including its

amendment in 1958)
4. The Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance, 1959
~The Municipal Administration Ordinance, 1960 (repealed)
~~he'Khulna Development Authority Ordinance, 1961
~-'---The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance, 1976

~8. The Pourashava Ordinance, 1977(including its amendment.
in 1978)

The study of the above statutes has revealed that there are several
instances of overlapping, conflict, contradiction and ambiguity in
the provisions of the individual acts and also between the provisions
of the different acts. This encourages a lack of co-ordination among
the agencies created under the statutes.

The Master Plans for Dacca and Chittagong ~~tablish strict use zones.
Attempts to enforce these zonen rigidly have resulted in a large num-
ber of unauthorised development, especially in view of the changing
character of urbanization.

The requirements under various statutes for planning or building
permissions include even the smallest types of construction which
may have little planning importance. It is not surprising to find
that many structures are in violation of the rules and that unplan-
ed developments are frequest in the principal towns of the country.
There is also a commendable administrative confusion among the
agencies created to handle planning and building operations.
'Responsibility for approving building applications overlaps among
several agencies. Mar.y of the problems are due to poor conceptua-
lisation and draftsmanship in the writing of pertinent laws.

, .



1.1

C HAP T E R - 1
INTRODUCTION

~at .is Planning ?
riPla~~ing is an organised, disciplined or constitutional.
system of doing something; it is a programme or design of

1a proposed work".
"Planning is an arrangement of doing or using something
. . 2considered in advance".

The concept of planning includes the administrative organi-
zations as well as their programmes, roles and people. The
present trend of urbanization and growth of cities and
towns suggest that if we cannot control or administer the
expansion in a rational way, then it may.cause serious
problems in future. Town or physical planning.can be a
technique for providing such control on administration.

-\

The principal purpose of town planning is to study the
defects, mistakes or weaknesses in the development of
towns and to attempt to gradually eliminate them. It
attempts to ensure the best use of man-made and natural
resources in order to improve the qualities of life in
urban areas. Town planning generally focusses transport,
land use, buildings, roads and communications, tanks,
parks, open spaces and other locational considerations,
although it recognises that there are important social
and economic factors as well. The preparation of plans
and .their effective implementation are both important
techniques to achieve these goals.

1.2/ What is law?
Law is a process which attempts to regulate the human
behaviour and actions in a society both by establishing
1. Oxford English Dictionary.
2. Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current

EngliSh: by Hom.by, Gatenby, Wakefield •

•
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procedures for resolving conflicts between citizens and
their Govenlment. It is designed to attain an orderly

• and disciplined society both through establishment of
procedures by resolving conflicts and by adopting and
enforcing social rules of behaviour.

1.3 VWhat is planning law?
Planning law relates to the statutes or regulations which
provide for the resolution of conflicts or the establish-

.ment of .social norma connected with physical improvements.
Such laws give. legal backing to the decisions of Govern-
ment or local or development agencies which effect the
improvement of urban life. The definition, therefore,
includes many laws besides those traditionally thought
of as planning law •

.'{,4 ~y Planning law ? .

Planning must clearly define the.extent and content of
the rights of the Government and of the people. Thus
legislative measures. can help to frame policies for best
use of land and its control.1

Law should also aim at a clear definition of the respon-
6~bilities and functions of various Governmental depart-

.".ments and their respective powers.
In defining the respective rights of the private citizens
and Government departments, planning law is important in

ta democracy, even in a non-democratic society. It provides
an objective standard of the powers, limits of powers and
duties of the Government agencies which should encourage

2the evolution of Government of laws rather than of men.
The rules and procedures established by planning laws
affect the rights of others, regulate the interests of
1. Prof. James, John R: Some Aspects of Town and Country

Planning in Bangladesh (1973), P. 19, UDD,Govt. of Bangladesh.
2. Discussion with Mr. D. L. Willcox, UN Consultant on Urban

Law and Administration at the Urban.Development Directorate •
•
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individuals and institutions. The decisions are made by the
executive, but the legal process followed must be that pro-
cess authorised by the legislature.W:
Most laws which seek an improvement in urban life provide

'a framework in which decisions are made. Most traditional
planning statutes require the preparation of some type of
development plan and provide for its approval and implemen-
tation. The usual type of town planning c~~ot be enforced
unless there are development controls. These controls

.need some kind of a plan to give them direction: that is,
a development plan. A statutory basis is required to make
it effective. This basis is the sanction of the parliament
or the assent of the sovereign. So, a 'planning law is a pre-
condition for the preparation of an effective plan. The
law works as a safeguard for the interests of the co~munity.
There are, howeger, a number of statutes'which authorises
the exercises of powers which affect urban life but which
do not require planning as a precondition as an exercise.
Most of the statutes considered in this paper fall under
that category. Where such legal powers exist (power to
affect urban life) planning statutes which subject the
exercise of such powers to conformity with plan can pro-
vide a form of co-ordination.

1.5 \Vhat are the problems of physical planning in Bangladesh?
A mention of some important physical problems of our
cOUll';rywill indicate the need for adequate legislation
for bringing about improvements. lIn most urban areas
Bangladesh faces acute problems of insanitary conditions,
overcrowding, congestion, lack of space, of ventilation,
or parks, of recreational and other facilities. The above
problems are especially acute in the rapidly growing urban
areas of the country such as Dacca, Chittagong. Khulna and
Rajshahi. Although there are some laws which authorise

•
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some controls on the use of urban land, the application and
enforcement of these controls are not sufficient to back
the basic problems •
Insanitary conditions
The problem of insanitary condition is one that is closely
related to human health. It results from too many people
having to u-tilizeinsuf:ficientpublic facilitie,s. The I1rec';'
tion of buildings without considering the effect of their
usecn such facilitieu is one of the factors which increases
the inadequa~ of sewerage, drainage and refuse disposal
facilities.
Lack of sanitary condition may lead to the outbreak of
diseases and ill health of the people and make the area
dangerous for human habitation. In U.K. the importance
of the problem was one of the considerations underlying
the sanitary provisions incorporated in the historic
Public Health Act in 1875.
The history of building'regulations has a similar origin.
Although it differs from that of planning legislation,
improved housing was the principal concern of the Act
which attempted to cure the damp, structural instability,
poor sanitary condition, fire risk and lack of light and
ventilation of buildings in English slums.
Overcrowding
Most of the urban areas of our country suffer from over-
crowding. Those which suffer most are Dacca, Chittagong
and Khulna. Mymensingh and Rajshahi are also growing
rapidly. Shortage of transport, housing,educational
instituticns is the first indication of the problem.
Lack of open space
The provision of open space is very impcrtant for reasons
of health and comfort of the ,present and the future popu-
lation. , But the normal operation of the private develop-
ment activity does not encourage the keeping of open space
~or the community. Commercial considerations encourage

, "
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the maximum use or utilisation of all land which often has
the result of doing away with privately owned open spaces.
Due to an unusual rise in land value in some urban areas,
unused land is rarely left unutilised. structures are
constructed for any use which will make it a source of
income to the owner.
Unauthorised building
The uncontrolled location of buildings in spaces Originally
designed for parks create problems. Sometimes the overnight
erection of religious centres can also create obstacles to
the implementation of master plans and other planning laws.
Conflicting land-uses
The establishcent of appropriate land-uses is the principal
objective of any master plan. The absence of effective
enforcement of such plans results in problems of haphazard
construction with a consequemce that noxious smoke, lack
of sanitary provisions, bad drainage, poor sewage, over-
burdened refuse disposal system and other disadvantages.
There are many instances where. conflicts in land-uses are
observed. In Dacca, the old and the new areas suffer from
such conflict of mixed land-uses: residential and commer-

.cial. Gandaria and Tejgaon Industrial Area are examples
of such mixed uses.
Urban spz'awl
The unplanned and haphazard construction of buildings in
the suburbs of a town produce urban sprawl. This wastes
land and resources and increases the cost of necessary
services to the residents. This phenomenon of urban
sprawl is increasing characteristic of urban areas of
Bangladesh.
These problems can be minimised by instituting an effec-
tive planning process including a system of planning con-
trol in the country. This will require a method of making

•
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appropriate predictions for the future growth of urban
areas on which to base planning decisions aimed at effect-

• ing an improvement in the quality of life within'a reason-
able time to the extent of resources available. Any such
system, however, will need the support of law.
The Constitution of Bangladesh guarantees the rights of
citizens to use their property except to the extent that
Government interference is authorised by statute. Even
for the welfare of society, therefor" Government offi-
cials cannot impose restrictions on properly rights with-
out statutory rights.

1.6 Planning law and practice
A planning process cannot work unless the agencies entrus-
ted with planning ~perations are provided with adequate
enforcement powers in their enabling laws: Powers to
regulate, to control, to adopt rules and to make bye-
laws (rules framed by the implementing agencies under
the General Act) which have the effect of restricting
individual property rights in the interest of the commu-
nity as a whole. Such laws are most effective when they
also clearly define the permissible government activity.
Both Government officials and members'of the public are
entitled to be informed about the rights and obligations

,

provided for in any legislation. For that reason also
law must be unambiguous. Montesquieu observes: It is
essential that only such words should be used by the
law-givers as are bound to p~oduce the same notions
in the minds of all men.1

1.7 Broad objectives ot the thesis
Firstly, it is an attempt to discover and study the pre-
sent statutes effecting physical planning in the urban
1. Planning Law and Administration in the Eastern Carribean:

The Manual: A Report by Roger W. Suddards: UNDP, (1974)
Vol. 1 Sec. 022
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areas of the country. There are several statutes which
provide applicable powers •

•
Secondly, it is an examination of several such statutes
to explore the potential conflicts within and among their
provisions.

'Thirdly, it is to review the actual physical problems
of the large towns and cities and to examine the effec-
tiveness of existing laws in the light of such problems.
Fourthly, it is an attempt to aid the future decision-
makers in the drafting of new planning laws or modifi-
cations of the existing laws.
Fifthly, it is an attempt to generate further study and
discussions among the professional planners, academic
researchers and the Government agencies: needed because
Bangladesh is standing on the threshold of major urban
growth, and changes are inevitable if planning and deve-
lopment statutes are to meet the demands that would be
placed upon them.

1.8 The approach adopted in this thesis
The above broad objectives are sought to be achieved by
an examination of existing relevant statutes and study
of their practical implementatio¥. In this context,
the planning practices in Dacca, Chittagong and Rajshahi
have been selected as representative of the urban areas
of the country. They are three of the most important
urban centres •

•
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C HAP T E R - 2
• THE APPROACH

2.1 Selection of issues
Presently, one of the major problems facing Bangladesh toda;?'
is the growth of urban areas. The existing rapid rate of
growth of population in urban areas reveals that it needs
special attention from the urban planners. The excessive
transport congestion, growth of slums, increasing density
of population and unplanned or unauthorised constructions
are some of .tho problems. On the other hand, the inade-
quate 'facilities that exist in the urban areas for the
growing population also pose some severe problems. to the
urban society. These problems include tho lack of sanitary
conditions, of proper drainage, of ventilation and of open
space.
So this thesis studies the Planning laws for urban areas.
It studies those planning laws which are directly connected
with the urban development process and its management thro-
ught Government agencies and deal with planning and build-
ing control regulations: but it recognises that this is
not the entire field of physical plenning.

\X-TheEast Bengal Building ConstrucUon Act (1952) empowers
the Government to control and prevent the haphazard ~eve-
lopment of building in urban areas. The Town Improvement
Act (1953) is concerned with large development schemes.
These are.,just some of the related legislation which have
implications for physical planning; others, for example,
deal with rent control, urban property tax, land acquisi-
tion, the construction of embankments and drainage and
so on.
It is obvious that it is not possible to study all the
relevant legislation in one thesis. As a result the c

,.
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necessity of selection of certain laws arises.
is which laws to study. and why should we study
answer may be found in the following sentences.

The question
those? The

Urban planning is concerned with guiding urban development.
It involves two main functions: (1) Preparation of the Plans
and policies, and (2) the implementation of these policies.
1. The preparation of urban plans and policies
One of the main planning "tools" which urban planning use
is the preparation of urban plans. An urban plan is a
statement or description of the future programmes of acti-
vities for urban physical developments. It includes, among
others. the broad maps of land uses to give a guideline to
the plan implementing agencies. So the thesis selects for
study, the legislation which gives powers to Government
agencies for preparing urban plans.
2. The implementation of these policies
The next important task before the urban planners is how
implementation may be achieved by Government, directly
carrying out the development activities in the form of
large site development schemes and the provision of
infrastructure. This is sometimes called "positive
planning" because Government initiates planning and deve-
lopment of its own.
Implementation of an urban plan may also be attained by
regulating the development of both the private and public \~.
sectors. For example. in the areas where no public deve-
lopment scheme exists. development may be controlled thro-
.ugh regulating the building construction of individual
persons and through regulating changes of landuse. This
is sometimes called the 'negative planning' because deve-
lopments are only controlled to suit the general require-
ments.
Thus, the thesis also selects laws which give powers of



implementation of these urban plans. Soma of the major urban
planning tools available to us, therefore, are the Master Plan •

• building and planning control legislation (their scope and
coverage). and the development powers given to various Govern-
ment agencies, but the land acquisition powers are not studied.
So the thesis studies the use of certain powers associated
with planning and building controls.
Since partition in 1947. the major planning laws which have
dealt with th.se urban planning tools for the Government
agencies in Bangladesh include the following :

Bangladesh Urban nevelopment Ordi-
studied. although this proposal

6.
7.

1. The Bengal Municipal Act. 1932 (repealed)
2. The East Bengal Building Construction Act 1952
3. The Town Improvement Act. 1953(including the amend-

ment in 1958)
The Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance,1959
The Municipal Administration Ordinance, 1960. (This
was repealed in 1977 by the Pourashava Ordinance
though the main functions remain the same)
The Khulna Development Authority Ordinance. 1961
The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance.
1976

8. The Pourashava Ordinance, 1977(including the amend-
ment in 1978)

In addition, the proposed
nance. 1972 has also been
has not been adopted.

2.2 Methodology
In studying the subject, the following methodology is adopted.
First, the basic principles of Planning law are studie~.
In this respect relevant books and literature on the Plan-
ning law are studied which can help in framing our policies.
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Second, the thesis studies the chosen acts of Bangladesh
which deal with the urban planning law such as the Town
Improvement Act, the East Bengal Building Construction
Act etc. This study is intended to discover the sort of
powers that such statutes give:

1. the preparation of plans
2. implementation of those plans
3. rights of appeal.
4. enforcement and the li1:e

The preparation of the plan means the actual plan-making
of an aroa. In this taek, the following aspects are stu-
died: who prepares the plan? how do they prepare it ?
how many plans have been prepared till now ? and, how
many of those plans have been implemented so far? Also,
the age of those plans and the style, form and contents
are also studied.
Implementation is a continous process of execution of
the plans made. The agency for implementing the plan
and the procedure they use for this are studied.
The study is also to determine whether there is any poten-
tial problem in the acts: ovsrlap of responsibilities
between the different agencies for development, ambiguities
and uncertainties of meanings and in its language, and
possible conflicts and contradictions among the statutes.
Third, the thesis studied how far planning laws are being
put into practice. It is aimed to test the effectiveness
of the existing planning laws of the country.
Fourth, the procedure with respect to the appeal cases is
studied: where does an appeal lie? to whom? how is it
initiated? are there any discrepancies in the systems
of appeal ?

•
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Fifth, the prov5.sion of the Master Plan. its importance and
roles are studied. In it, the plan preparation, system of
approval, its rigidity or weaknesses are studied.
Sixth, the total number of building applications are collec-
ted from the register of the d'evelopment agency for Dacca.
'In this respect this will show the relation between the
voluntary applications for the building construction in
a year and that of under compulsion as a pre-requisite to
obtain the loan from the House Building ~inance Corporation.
This is attained through the collected data from the concer-
ned register, because the House Building Finance Corporation
demands planning permission of a construction to grant 10an
to a person. This thesis will let whether this was a signi-
ficant factor in the number of building applications.
Seventh, the thesis also studied the administrative proce-
dures to see how laws were being carried out. This is a
devise to show respect to the law.
Last~y, the system of enforcement is studied. This is to be
very significant. This study reveals that whether laws are
being backed by strong inspection and enforcement.
The effectiveness of planning laws are studied under the
purview of enforcement of controls. Do they have any such

imposition of penalties in case the rules are not obeyed by
the people? This is important in the sense that no law
can be workable unless it is backed by adequate powers of
prosecution if those are not followed. The decisions of
the implementing agencies are also vital for this study.
It also shows whether the building control system is
effective.
Sources of data
To study the above the fOllOwing data is needed: reasons

•
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for applicat1ong, reasons for the refusal of the building
and pl.!'.rming a,pplications, tho relation with the number of
applications fer th~ House Building Finance Corporation.
bltorviews, 'official record~ of the ~evelopment agencies
and disCUSG::,onswith the planners are the principal sources
of the data for the research. Besides, a few private inter-
yicws with members of the public revealed some of the
ctifficulties'and oauses of the general lack of observance
of planning laws •
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C H A poT E R - 3

PLANNING LAW OF BANGLADESH
In 1947, Pakistan became an independent nation of which the
then East Bengal (later called East Pakistan and now Bangla-
desh) was a part. The only law in force at that time with
any form of Planning powers was the Bengal Municipal Act,
1932. This law extended at that time to 50 municipalities
in the new province of East Bengal.

3.1 The Bengal Municipal Act 1932
At partition, the Bengal Municipal Act was the only statute
that provided powers of building control, regulating public

~
health and powers to enforce those controls. 'Building
Control' generally means the imposition of conditions on
the construction of private and public buildings. This
is sometimes called the negative control on development.
The reverse may be termed as the positive control which
means the large site dsvelopment schemes etc. The power.'
of enforcement provides for the prosecution,against the
violations to punish the law-breakers.
Before and after partition in 1947, conservancy" drainage,
Sewage disposal. sewerage, nuisance and other sanitary and
public health activities were regulated by the municipality
under the Bengal Municipal Act of 1932. Conservancy means
regulating the garbage or rubbish disposal system in an
area. This Act applied to the whole of the municipal
areas of Bengal. Slums were growing at a rapid speed in
East Pakistan after partition. The aim of avoiding epide-
mics was the principal reason behind such regulatory powers
of controlling health activities in a surrounding area •

•
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Hence, the Bengal Municipal Act proviued powers of build-
ing control and the public health such as the power of
destruction of any shed or hut to prevent epidemics. For
example, the commissioners were given powers which were
deemed necessary to prevent the spread of any dangerous
diseas~

If the commissioners are of opinion that the
destruction of any hut or shed is necessary to
prevent the spread of any dangerous disease,
they may after giving to the owner or occupier
of such hut or shed previous notice of the
intention •••• take measures for having such
hut or shei and all the materials thereof
destroyed. ..

The Municipality along with the order of the Magistrate
could also demolish buildings which had been built with-
out obtaining permission, or which were built in violation
of the provisions of the building plan sanctioned. The
term building included huts, sheds or any structures.
The Act had provision for acquiring the land and construc-
ting house-gullies for the purpose of cleansing privies,
where no suitable means of access were provided for the
municipal conservancy staff. With some exceptions, the
erection of any building was prohibited if it might
deprive other buildings of the means of access. Powers
of controlling nuisances were also provided in the Act.
It also defined the role of the local Government. Train-
ing the local leaders for the better management of local
self Government was the motive behind providing such
regulatory powers. The foreign rulers felt the need
to offer some kind of local autonomy to the local people
as a mark of democracy.
To summarise, therefore, the Bengal Municipal Act was an--
1. See the Bengal Municipal Act, 1932, Sec. 380•

•
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Act which determined the role and functions of the local
Government in Bengal. It primarily gave powers to control
individual buildings only. In actual practice, no planning
powers were given to the local body under this Act as such:
for example, the power to make a master plau or to control
land uses, or more generally to control the process of urban
development. The public health and sanitary provisions of
the Act, similar in many respects to the British Public
health laws of the nineteenth and the early twentieth
century, were also aimeQ at achieving a reasonable stan-
dart in urban development.
These powers,may, have been quite adequate to cope with the
prevailing situation: towns were small, and urban growth
was taking place only slowly. In actual practice, compre-
hensive town planning at this time in other countries was
still relatively a new concept.

3.2 The East Bengal Building Construction Act 1952
With .the departure of the British in 1947 from this sub-
continent, the importanoeof Dacca as the capital of the
eastern part of the country began to grow very rapidly
as the centre of trade, collllilerce,industry and adminis-
tration. Urban areas began to grow in a haphazard way.
There was no building control regulation by the provi-
ncial Government. The only control was through the
municipality under the Bengal Municipal Act. This was
apparently considered to be inadequate. Recognition
of the problems posed by haphazard .construction provided
the Government with the East Bengal Building Construction
Ordinance in 1951. The Ordinance was promptly re-enacted
as the East Bengal Building Construction Act of 1952 (here
inafter referred to as the Construction Act). The Act was
intemded to apply through the whole of East Pakistan (now

•



Bangladesh) but Government orders were necessary to bring
certain areas under its coverage from time to time.
The spirit or motive behind this Act has been suggested in
its preamble: to provide for the prevention of haphazard
construction of buildings and excavation of tanks.
The preamble also suggests that the Uncontrolled construc-
tion of buildings and excavation of tanks were likely to
interfere with planning of certain areas.
The powers provided under the Construction Act represent
a form of direct Government control in contrast to that
of the local officials under the municipal acts. Provi-
sions of municipal statutes authorising building controls
continue in force, however. It would be possible for an
officer of a municipality to be appointed Authorised
Officer under the Construction Act, but in that capacity
he would be responsible to the Government and not to the
municipality. In fact, no municipal officials have been
so designated.

It is clear from '~heabove that although the Act has no
planning provision, this was a first move towards a compre-
hensive approach to the problem. The authority under this
Act was' to be exercised by an "Authorised Officer" to be
appointed by the Government.
Subjects of ~evelopment Control
The Government apparently wished to control the building
regulations through its designated Authorised Officer
wherever the Act applied. Over time it has been extended
to the four ~ig cities and towns of Bangladesh: Dacca,
Chittagong, Khulna and RajShahi.~rmission to make any
physical changes in lands or buildings, except normal
repairs, is required from the Authorised Officer in those

•
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four urban areas. The Act gave broader scope i

Unconditional discretion to th~ Authorised Officer: it is
broader than the Municipal Act. The Authorised Officer has
powers to approve, reject or refuse any application and plan
for building constructioa within his area of jurisdiction.
Any construction of building or exc~vation of tanks without
his approval or sanction is illegal and prohibited. On the
other hand, the Municipal Act provided for rendering autho-
rity for such control to the respective municipality. To
guide the Authorised Officer in carrying out his duties,
the Government promulgated the East Bengal Building Cons-
truction Rules (1953) whiCh dealt with technical details
of construction under the East Bengal Building Construc-
tion Act.1
As a result of the existence of the tvo sets of powers,
legal problems could arise as to who should actually
exercise~the powers of control on building construction
where an Authorised Officer has been appointed: the
municipality or the Authorised Officer.
meal
An appeal from a decision of the Authorised Officer under
the Construction Act is heard by the Government, the deci-
sion of which is final, but an appeal from a determination
of a municipality under tte Bengal Municipal Act is submi-
tted to the Divisional Commissioner.
To summarise, the Construction Act widened the scope of
control, and potentially iUcluded under its,coverage the
whole of Bangladesh; although its application to an area
requires a Government order in this regard. The Act also
provided the Government with direct control on individual
buildings but did not repeal the Municipal Act or its
powers of such control.
1. See the DIT -vs- A.W. Mallik case, 20 D.L.R. 1968,

229, P. 231

•
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3.3 The Town'Improvement Act 1952
The Town Improvement Act (1953) (hereinafter referred to
as the Improvement Act) is the first statute which recog-
nised the need for a planning approach in this country.
Although the preamble does not,mention planning, the Act
made provision originally for zone plan.
In this original form the Act was very closely modelled on
the Calcutta Improvement Act of 1911 and Gas applied to the

. 1urban areas of Dacca. lts apparent inteptionwas not
primarily planning but the creation of a development agency
for improving the areas within its jurisdiction. The lan-
guage of the original statute gave it powers to plan the
areas that it took up as improvement schemes but did not

2suggest a comprehensive approach.
The Improvement Act was an iwportant step towards an attempt
to develop some parts of Dacca. Narayanganj and Tongi in a
planned manner. It seems that there was a feeling that a
special agency, free of othez'functions. could carry out
such improvement more conveniently than a local authority.
The urgency of such development works were possibly realised
by the Government for which a number of development agencies
were set up for carrying out such purposes: preparation of
Master Plan, improvement scheme and its implementation. The

1. See Kaplan: The Planning Process and Development
Controls in Karachi; unpublished monographs. July,
31. 1971. page 33.

2. "The Board may '0. make Zone Plans showing the purpose
for which any land in any area shall be primarily used;
such plans may indicate any area reeerved for residen~
tial purposes. shopping purpoees. industrial purposes.
open spaces. and any other purpose which the Board may
consider necessary." (See the Town Improvement Act.
1953). original Act.

o
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object of creating a development agency was to attain co-
ordination, co-operation and efficiency in the disposal
of issues and problems related to development.1 The Act
was designed to set up a fast acting autonomous agency.
In 1956, the Dacca Improvement Trust was set up.
Board
The Act creates a Boart of Trustees of the Dacca Improve-
ment Trust. The Board usually consists of not more than
eleven Trustees: Chairman, Dacca Improvement Trust, the
Chairman, Water and Sewerage Authority, Dacca, (or his
respresentative); the Deputy Commissioner, Dacca; the
Chairman, Dacca Municipal Committee and some other members
appointed by the Government.
Powers
The Board is provided with the powers of undertaking deve-
lopment, improvement and expansion of the city of Dacca
and Narayanganj in specific areas. The principal func-
tions of the Board are planning and developing. It serves
dual purposes: The functions of planner and that of a
developer. But in its original Act the Trust acted as
only a development agency.
Due to the operation of the three Acts: the Bengal
Municipal Act and the Town Improvement Act and the Cons-
truction Act between 1956 and 1958, the Authorised Officer
of the Government, the municipality and the Chairman (The C
Dacca Improvement Trust) could exercise the powers of build-
ing control. In so far as the power of building control
was concerned, the Town Improvement Act in its initial
form.did not introduce anything new. It merely gave the
Town Improvement Trust the power to review and veto build-
ing plans approved by municipalities for new construction.

1 •

•

A Study of Dacca Improvement Trust; by Miss Salma
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All plans for the creation of buildings approved by muni-
cipality should be submitted to the bacca Improvement Trust
(Chairman) for sanction.1 This is in line with the original
concept of the Trust as a d'evelopment a.gency. The veto
power conveys an impression that Dacca Improvement Trust.
was empowered to protect areas it took over for improve-
ment. The Town Improvement Act made specific reference
to the Construction Act.
The Board of the Dacca Improvement Trust is vested with the
duty of carrying out the provisions of the said Act. The
members of the Board are responsible to the Government for

.their actions and decisions.
3.4 The Town improvement (Amendment) Ordinance, 1958

In 1958. the Town Improvement Act was amended. The scope of
the Act was greatly widened. The amending Ordinance esta-
blished the Dacca Improvement Trust as a Planning and Con-
trolling authority. This resulted in two main important
changes: the Dacca Improvement Trust was made responsible
for making a Master Plan for the whole of the area within
responsibility of its jurisdiction and acquired the deve-
lopment control powers (via Authorised Officer under the
East Bengal Building Construction Act) to bring planning
and building control together under the aegis of the same
authority after amendment with regard to building control.
The amendment of the Town Improvement Act introduced a.~
interesting aspect of the Master Plan: it is cupposed
to control both public and private development. This
was a recognition of the fact that public development
was not covered by the previous zone plans. The attempt
to include the building control powers under the Construc-
tion Act within the Improvement Trust through the new pro-
vision of appointment of an Authorised Officer from the
officials of the Improvement Trust would not by itself
1. See-rhe Town Improvement Act, 1953 Sec. 77(1)
•
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have remedied this defect becaus3 the Construction Act does
not apply to public buildings~ There is no recognition in
it of the need to approve Government building activity.
Indeed it specifically exempts public construction from
the need for sanction.
It is again interesting to note that the amendment did not
repeal the previous requirement that the Chairman of the
Trust review municipal building plan approvals which sugg-
ests that the role of the municipality in building control
w~s to be continued.
The original statute provided that no land should be used
contrary to the provision of a zone plan vdthout permission
from the Chairman. If the Chairman refuses to sanction
permission because a proposed land-use is contrary to the
zone plan, he must so notify the Pourashava, which must
then refuse its permissiono In suchcase, the owner has
the right of appeal to the Board of the Trust. The
Pourashava (or presently Municipal Corporation) has no
right to sanction permission for construction of build-
ing without having recoived the permission from the
Chairman of/or the Board of the Dacca Improvement Trust.
These provisions remained in effect after the amendment
and .were applied to Master Plan which replaced the older
zone plans. A certain mpasUre of confusion also results
in connection with the appelate process. Although the
Construction Act is adopted as part of the Town Improve- .
ment Act by the requirement that the Authoris~d Officer
be appointed from the staff of the Dacca Improvement
Trust, appealS from his decision still run to the Govern-
ment (as required by the Construction Act) ahd not to
the Board of Trustees, as is the case of planning appli-
cations .determined solely under the provlsions of the
Town Improvement Act.
1. See the East Bengal Building Construction Act, 1952

Sec. 11
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However, the llJIlendmen"tOrdinance has greatly expanded the
•

role and the authority of the Dacca Improvement Trust. One
of the first steps the new organization which was set up in
1956 completed in 1959 was that it prepared a Master Plan
for Dacca with the aid of the British Consultants.1

To summarise, the Dacca Improvement Trust was initially an
improvement agency with the powers to take site develop-
ment schemes and re-housing schemes for particular areas
of Dacca and Narayanganj. It created a Board of Trustees
entrusted with the task to undertake such schemes of impro-
vement. In 1958, the role of the Trust changed with the
llJIlendmentof the To\~ Improvement Act. This amendment
made the Dacca Improvement Trust a "Planning Agency" for
Dacca. This was the first attempt to introduce the modern
western style area planning in this country. The amendment
combined the powers of making Master Plan for the area with-
in its jurisdiction, powers of development control and also
powers of taking development schemes. The most interest-
ing thing is that yet the Town Improvement Act did no"t remove
the powers of building control of the municipality from
Dacca and other municipalities within its jurisdiction nor
did it repeai the Construction Act; instead, the amendment
tried to bind those two Acts together by (1) appointing the
Authorised Officer from the Dacca Improvement Trust and (2)
referring the application for building construction to the
Dacca Improvement Trust by the pourashava.

3.5 TheChittagong Develop~ent Authority Ordinance 1959
The Chittagong Developmel!t Authority Ordinance (1959) was
Closely modelled on the Town Improvement Act. but there
are a few departures. The Ordinance established the same
kind of organization with similar kind of functions to
that of Dacca Improvement Trust: they include powers to
1. Rudduck: "Dacca: The concealed Cityf Urban Biographies,

Study No.P.P.& H.19. Planning Commission(Physical Plun-
nine and Housing Section).Government of Pakistan,April.

• 1965. P.SS
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frame Master Plan and Lmprovement Scheme and to approve
planning applications as well as approving building appli-
cations already forwarded from the pourashava. The main
departures, however, include development programme and
specific schemes:
Development p'rogramme
.The Authority has been given the task of preparing five
year prognammes of development and improvement of the
areas covered by the MasterPlan for Chittagong. These
may include lists of schemes of development and improve-
ment, including water supply and sewerage. When the progr-
amme is approved by tho Government, individual schemes are
deemed to be approved and do not require separate approval.
These will be approved by the Government on the basis of
the Master Plan.
Specific schemes
There is provision for the preparation af specific schmes
by the "Authority" outside of development programme. These,
of course, to be submitted individually to the Government
for approval. The Government may sanction or refuse to
sanction any specific scheme submitted to them, but a
scheme sanctioned may be amended by the development authority
if the change is not material. The Chittagong Development
Authority Ordinance provides that:

An increase in the cost of the scheme by more than
tan percent of the sanctioned cost shall be deemed
to be a material change for the purpose.1

but material change requires the previous permission of the
Government.

3.6 The Municipal Administration Ordinance 1960
In 1958, .the Constitution of Pakistan was abrogated and
Martial Law was imposed throughout the country. During

1. The Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance, 1959
sec. 29(3) Explanation •

•
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this period the military Government of Pakistan introduced
a new form of "controlled democracy" throughout the country
under the Basic Democracies Order (1959). The new struc-
ture provided significant powers in many fields to the local
authorities in Pakistan. It tried to make this primary tier
of administration stronger and more effective. To do so,
the Municipal Administration Ordinance was adopted in 1960.
Prior to the promulgation of this Ordinance, the Bengal
Municipal Act (1932) had been the basic municipal statute
for most of the areas then-constituted East Pakistan.
The Bengal M~~cipal Act continued to be applicable in the
local authorities even after that Municipal Act was repealed
by the Municipal Administration Ordinance in 1960. Although
the new Ordinance was of general application and would yield
to acts special to particular localities, nevertheless,there
was an opportunity to clarify the respective roles of muni-
cipalities and development authorities in areas such as
Dacca and Chittagong where such authorities were already
functioning as planning and building control agenoies.
This opportunity was not taken.

For the most part, the Municipal Administration Ordinance
is a condensed collection of laws that existed under the
Municipal Act of 1932. However, some municipal powers
were introduced in this Ordinance. Powers concerning
public health, water supply and drainage, building control,
streets, trees, parks, gardens and forests were expanded.
These are all powers relevant to the physicalpl~ing of
an area exercisable by the municipalities. The two chapters
on "ToWn Planning" and "Development", however, are entirely
new in the context of municipal powers.
The following discussion describe~ briefly the scope of the
new powers introduced by the Municipal Administration Ordinance •

•



S~.rt~l~condition
Thee:t'Uatary condition of the area wHhin the municipality
.pontinued to be the responsibility of the Municipal Commi-
ttee. The Committee had the powers to require the owner or
occupier of any building or land which it considered insani-
tal~ to remedy the problem. In addition. the Committee was
required to maintain sufficient number of public latrines
and urinals.
Vlater supply
The responsibility of providing sufficient supply of whole-
some water for public and private uses was placed on the
municipality. For this. the municipalities could frame
and execute water supply schemes •
.Drainage
The task of providing an adequate system of public drains
continued to be the responsibility of the municipality for
the protection of convenience of tho poople. The munici-
palitieswere empowered to prepare drainage Bch~mes at
public. and private expenses. but such sohemes had to be

1approved by tho controlling authority.
Building and Town Planning Powers
Building control ,
Mandatory powers to sanotion building plans and approve the
sites were introduced under this ordinance. Legally. the. ~. .

municipality had no longer any discretion whether or not
it c~ rule on such an application.
Master Plan
The.Municipa~ Admdnistration Ordinan~e (1960) also intro-
duced pow~r~ 9~ plannin~. The municipality could prepare
a MasterPlan for its ..Area, unlike that relating to build-
ing regulation was discretionary and not mandatory. The
plan if prepared. had to be approved by the Divisional
1. The Municipal Administration Ordinance 1960.86. 74,75,76

•
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- . -. 1or the Deputy Commissioner who were describe4as the
"Prescribed Authority". The plan_was to include a survey
of _the area. to provide for its development, expansion

-and improvement and to recommend restrictions and regula-
tions for the development of sites and construction of
buildings. The Ordinance also provided that the stte
development scheme could not be undertaken without the
supervision of the municipality.
Development Plan
Another innovation authorised the municipalities to prepare
a different kind of development plans for a period. Such
plans were to identify the methods by Which their implemen-
tation would be financed and the agencies which carry them
out. They were -intended to improve the execution of any
municipal function. Nevertheless, they still require the
sanction of the Doputy Commissioner or the Divisional
Commissioner.
In brief, the Municipal Administration Ordinance (1960)
was the first Act which-recognised the value of town plan~-
ning by municipalities. Under its provisions, powers of
preparing plans and development plans, in addition to the
building control, were provided to the local authorities.

3.7 The Khulna Development Authority Ordinance 1961
During the period from 1947 to 1960, the rapid growth of
the slums and expansion of the town of Khulna led to the
emergence of the Khulna Development Authority Ordinance

,-1961, closely modelled on the Chittagong Development
Authority Ordinance (1959).
The Development Authority Ordinance also produces the same
kind of organization along with similar powers and func-
tions. The purpose of creating the Khulna Development

1. Divisional Commissioner is the hoad of an administrat~ve
division and the peputy Commissioner that of a district •

•
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Authority is also the same:
to make. provision for the development, improvement
and expansion of the town of Khulna and certain
areas in its vicinity.1 . L

The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordin ce 1916
The Rajshahi Town Development Authority OrdinAnce (1916)
has been the most recent Ordinance creating a id,evelopment
authority in Bangladesh. This Ordinance incorporates pro-
visions from several of the previous planning I statutes but
the Ordinance is somewhat different from the 0hittagong.. I
and the Khulna Development Authority models and also from
the Town Improvement Act.

::: :::~:~::::e::::'t~: :::::::.~;np::::r:l~::; ~c~~:_
ting services, public utilities, facilities aJd important. I
public properties (printed maps, charts, graphs and in

Iwritten documents) and that it prepare a General Develop-
ment Plan to be approved by the Government. 4hiS plan is
to broadly indicate the location of future roJds, drainage

. . Iand water supply facilities, educational institutions and
industrial establishments. It can be compareJ vdth the
structure Plan of the U.K.
Functional Master Plan
Under the aajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance,
the master plan is to be framed on the basis of the General
Development Plan. It is to include land-use~ I~oning and
public land reservations, community plans, housing pro-
grammes, slum imprOvement projects and other Imatters.
The effect of the Master Plan is indirect:

All future development and constructions, both
public and private, within the area to which this

1. The Khulna Development Authority Ordinance: Preamble

•
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Ordinance extends shall be in confOrmity with the
functional Master Plans approved by the Government.1

Permission must be obtained from the Town Development Autho-
rity if a change of land-use is desired which is not in
conformity with the protrisions of the master plan.
Development Scheme
Specific development schemes for an area have to be pre-
pared on'the basis of the functional master plan although
they two must be approved by the Government. In cases of
urgent public importance the Authority may. with the pre-

,vious sanction of the Government, execute development
schemes before the prepration and approval of the General
Development Plan and the functional master plan.
While executing any development scheme, the Authority haa
powers to require the transfer of land from the pourashava
by means of appropriate notice. This power is similar to
that of the other ,d,evelopmentauthorities including the
Dacca Improvement Trust.
Tho Authorised Officer
In SO far as ita powers with regard to building control,
an attempt was made under the Rajshahi Town Development
Authority under a different basis. The Ordinance provides
for an Authorised Officer to be appointed by the Authority
and as a staff member Of the development agency is respon-
sible to the Board. Although he has to have powers similar
to that of an Authorised Officer under the Building Cons-
truction Act, he derives his authority from the Ordinance
and not from the Act. This is different from the position
of the Authorised Officer of the Dacca Improvement Trust,
Chittagong Development Authority and Khulna Development
Authority where he is appointed by the Government under
the East Bengal Building Construction Act. However, the
1. See the Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance

1976 Sec. 12(2)
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Construction Act was not repealed in its application to
Rajshahi (where a Building Construction Committee was set
up and still functioning). The simultaneous existence of
the Construction Act and the ~own Development Authority
Ordinance implies that recognition has been given to the
two agencies for sanctioning building plans in Rajshahi:
the Building Construction Committee appointed by the Govern-
ment and the other.is the Town Development Authority.
Appeal
An appeal against the decision of the Authorised Officer
of the Authority shall be to the Commissioner of the
Rajshahi Division. Further appeal against his order
shall be to the Government.
An interesting difference in the planning procedure exists
where a building permission is turned down by a pourashava.
The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance provides
that the pourashava may not sanction any building permis-
sion or excavation of any tank within the Authority's
jurisdiction unless it-has been already sanctioned by
the Authorised Officer. This provision, however, implies
that pourashava may reject or sanction application. If
so, an appeal under the Pourashava Ordinance atill lies
to the Divisional Commissioner but in this case there
is no second appeal to the Government.
In brief, the Functional Master Plan under the Rajshahi
Town Development Authority Ordinance has some similarity
in nature to the British detailed plans. The powers in
respect to the Qevelopment dchemes seem to be similar to
the British action area plane.

3.9 The Pourashava Ordinance 1977
In 1971, the enactment
marked the replacement

of the Pourashava Ordinance (1977)
of the Basic Democracy's concept

•
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from the local administration. In So far as its substan-
tive provisions are concerned. however, the~ is no marked
change from those of the Municipal Administration Ordinance
whi~h it replaced.
The Pourashava Oriinance applies uniformly to all of the 79
pourashavas in this country, except for Dacca. In 1978, the
Dacca Pourashava became the first Municipal Corporation in
Bangladesh, its substantial powers still remain unchanged.

3.10 The Proposed Bangladesh Urban Development Ordinance 1972
In 1972, immediately 'after the national liberation of Bangla-
desh, a draft proposal for the possible enactment of an
Urban Development Ordinance (1972) was framed and prepared
by the Urban Development Directorate to apply throughout
Bangladesh.
The proposed Ordinance was aimed at creating an Urban •
Development Council (hereinafter called the Council). The
proposal has never been approved or put into effect. How-
ever, it deserves a brief discussion.
In the proposed Ordinance, an Urban Development Council at
the national level ,and Shahar Unnayon (Town Development)
Committee for each pourashava or industrial complex were
recommended. Each local Unnayon Committee was authorised
to prepare a plan for its jurisdiction. This plan would.
have to be approved by ,the Urban Development Council.
With the prior'approval of the Urban Development Council,
it could then designate "Controlled areas" en the basis
of the plan. There were also provisions for the identi-

,fication of "Designated Areas" for planning, development
and redevelopment purposes.
The proposed Ordinance would have placed a mandatory
responsib~lity on such local commi~tees for preparing

_.-_. "'-- •
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Master Plans or Outline Development Plans for their areas
w:l,thinthree years after the adoption of the Ordinance. All
future developments and co~structions both public and pri-
vate would have to ,be in accordance with the plan: use of

'any land otherwise would be treated unlawful. Such plans
would have to be reviewed every five years or earlier.
The proposed Or~inance would also have authorised the local
committees to prepare detailed layout plans and s:ited'evelop-
ment ~chem"s n'ot inconsistent with the approved Master Plan

:for any "de'sigriated'area"'within its, jurisdiction. On the
basis of ',suchlayout plans the committee would have been
empowered to decideapplications.for building and develop-
ment permissions.
The-role of the Urban Development Directorate
The re~ponsibility of approving plans and site development
~chemes drafted' by local committees or other persons (agen-
ci~s) ~as placed on the Urban Development Directorate which
was assumed also to act as the Secretariat of the proposed
Urban Development Council.

,'The proposed ordinance also provides for "Permitted develop-
ment" and"Use-class-order" which have been' totally ignored
in all th~ past statutes. These provisions would have
allowed the,Government' to .designate certain uses for which

, , .
'permission would not, be required.
The use-regulations of any Master Plan as conceived of in
the proposed ordinance, would have remained valid for five

<

,years only'. If any land was not developed by that time,
applications for'~ use ~ould be made to the local committee
and could be approved in consultation with the Urban Develop-
ment Directorate.

•
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Appeal
Provisions were included for appeal against the Shahar
Unnayon Committees where they rejected applications. The
Urban Development Council, with the Minister of Public
Works and Urban Development as the Chairman, would hear
such appeals.
Summary
To conclude, therefore, the statutes which are presently
in force are the Building Construction Act, the four sta-
tutes creating four development ~encies in Dacca, Chitta-
gong, Khulna and Rajshahi, and the Pourashava Ordinance.
The Building Construction Act provides powers to the Govern-
ment appointed Authorised Officer. The Government exercises
the control under this Act. The Town Improvement Act esta-
blishes a Board of Trustees for implementing the planning
ann developing responsibility of Dacca and Narayanganj. Here
the ultimate responsibility is placed on the Board. The
remaining statutes also create statutory (autonomous) bodies
to discharge specialised functions under their own managing
counoils.
All the statutes and Ordinances creating development agencies
provide powers (by amendments in case of Dacca) for prepara-
tion of master plans, site development schemes, public
health and building control provisions. In addition, the
Building Construction Act and the Pourashava Ordinance deal
principally with building regulations. The Divisional or
Deputy Commissioner (of a division or district respectively)
exercises final powers as the approving authority of the,
plans of a Pourashava. Appeals under other statutes go
to one or another department of Government or to the Boards
of Trustees of a development ~thority.
After studying the planning laws of Bangladesh, it is possible
to examine the potential problems in the laws in the next
Chapter.
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C HAP TEa 4

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN THE
.PLANNING LAW OF.BANGLAbESH

4.1 Objective of law
The objectiv~ of law are to lay down rules of society to
determine the relationship between Government and indivi-
duals, and between individuals themSelves. A major purpose
of planning law is to provide rules to govern the private
property rights in the interests of the community. If the
legal framework is confusing, there arise lack of clarity
throughout society cs to varioUs rights and liabilities. '~.-----~Powers of Government become more difficult to enforce if
the majority of the people do not understand the laws or
their purposes. If this also includes the Officials who
are supposed to be enforcing the laws, then the laws become
even less effective. And when conflicts arise, courts are
less likely to support Government powers vis-a-vis the
citizens. If the statutory system is unclear, courts may
view the Government actionHl.s arbitrary.1

.4.2 Planning l;aw and 8:dministrative machinery
In the planning systems of many developed oountries, plan-
ning laws control many aspects of society. The control
may even extend to advertisements, the aesthetic design
of buildings, and individual trees. This kind of control
requires a very large administratiVe machinery. In the
absence of the trained manpower needed for such machinei'1,
it wouid be unwise for a developing country like Bangladesh
to adopt planning laws which bring such a wide range of
subjects under its control. Instead a relatively simple
planning system which can be used selectively to tackle
such basic needs as drainage, sanitary provipions, water

.-....-----.
1. Discussion with Mr.D. Willcox, UN Consultant at the

Urban Development Directorate for Urban Housing Polioy
and Programme Projeot on Urban Law and Administration •

,'" .,. ~.-
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supply, ventilation. open space etc. is far more nppro-
priate. So the question .of the Scope and coverage of
the Bangladesh building and planning l,aws is of major
relevance to the effectivenesS of the planning system.
Realistically. building and planning controls in Bangla-
desh should be closely tied to some form of'planning that.
can focuS them in critical areas. It might be argued
that it is necessary or preferable to havs development
control over every kind of development. but this raises
practioal difficulties. as it would require a large admi-. .nistrative machinery to enforce. and would alSo invoive
controlling many activities of the people which are of
relatively minor planning importance. In practice. how-
ever. this is not the way the~ work.
The Planning and building laws which exist in the country
are intended to be all-inclusive. They cannot be enforced
and end up being used selectively. But the selectivity
does not reflect the intelligence of planners. but is
more a matter of random chance. Some of the factors
which make this possible are to be found in the design
of the laws themselves. These will be discussed below.

4.3 Potential weaknesses
We have mentioned the general problem which carries out
of the operation of different p],fmning laws in our country.
A more detailed study of some of the reasons is undertaken
below. One of these is lack of statutory clarity from
which may arise a number of problems in the interpretations
of provisions and purposes of different statutes. The
thesis tries to examine the general strengths and weak-
nesses of the language of different laws and highlights
the main problems in this regard. These can be defined
as falling into three broad categories which are analysed-.

~----...
'-.~,(,i -- "
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below, and.for each category, some of ~he most significant
weaknesses of particular, statute are selected as examples.
The three broad categories .are :
1. Lack of external clarity between different statutes.
2. Lack of internal clarity within a statute, and
3. Laws which are impossible to implement and are there-

fore, unworkable.
1. Lack of external clarity between. different statutes
This weakness exists where there is no precise or clear
meaning to the combined provisions of several related

•statutes. The interpretations of the provisions of one
statute may easily contradict, overlap.or cohflict with
that of other statutes.
2. Lack of clarity within the statute
This classification refers to an ambiguity in the mean-
ing of the provisions of a single statute: a statute
being composed of several provision5 which are not self-
explanatory or precise in meaning. Different provisions
may present apparent contradictions even within the same
statute.
3. Laws which are i~possible to implement and are unworkable
This broad category of problem relates to those statutory
provisions which are impossible to carrJ out in actual
practice and thus are totally unworkable and of little
value. Laws, if impossible to implement, are bad laws.
These broad weaknesses shall be discussed at length in
this chapter.
The above three broad weaknesses in the legal language of
planning and building laws in Bangladesh can and do lead
to legal conflict about their rights, the rights and duties
of Government, and the rights and duties of ~arious public
agencies. Uncertainty by officers and uncertainty of people

,~:
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can result in disputes and court cases. Inevitably, they
.cause delay, allow arbitrary decisions to be made and
encourage corruption.
Lack of external clarity between different statutes
Lack of external clarity between various statutes is, in
fact, one of the major weaknesses in the planning laws of
Bangladesh. There are a number of instances where the
provisions of one statute contradict the provisions of
another statute. Often, this is due to the enactment
of different statutes at different times over a period
of years without adequate attention being paid to the
need for coherence among them. Sometimes similar, and
even the same planning powers have been provided to
different agencies, and confusion arises as to which is
the proper agency to exercise them. For example, in an
urban area where a development agency; a Pourashava
(Municipality) and a Government appointed Authorised
Officer (under the Construction Act) function simulta-
neously, there can be duplication of powers. Similarly,
appeals against decisions handed down by different insti-
tutional officials will be submitted to different higher
authorities, and appellate decision may differ depending
upon which institution takes jurisdiction.
During the last thirty years a number of new statutes were
enacted which incorporate planning powers and building
controls. They include the East Bengal Building Cons-....------

. truction Act (1952), the Pourashava Ordinance (1977) and
applicable to Dacca only the Town Improvement Act (1953).
In Chittagong, Khulna and Rajshahi; the first two statutes
mentioned aboye operate along with their respective Develop-
ment Authority Ordinances. Ideally, these laws should relate
to each other and be carefully co-ordinated. But, appa-
rently such co-ordination received little attention at the
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drafting stage which has resulted in the emergence of a
number of problems. The scope or role of the Construction'. .
Act, for example, was notolearly defined: was it to apply
to the urban areas where the statutory development agencies
funotion or was it not to operate in such areas? The
precise functions of the "Authorised Officer" and his
relationship to other institutions were not clearly
stated.
The existing planning statuteS create a number of inst-
ances of duplication of responsibilities among the vari-
ous agencies. Some illustrations:
The Buildi~B Construction Act and the Town Improvement Act
The Government appointed "Authorised Officer" is responsible
for allowing permission for the construction of building
under the Construction Act but the Dacca Improvement Trust
is responsible for operating planning permissions under the
Town Improvement Act. Although the Authorised Officer is
appointed from among the staff of the Improvement Trust,
he is, for this purpose, not responsible to it, but to
the Government. Consequently, appeals from his decision
go to the Ministry of Public Works and Urban Development.
But appeals from a refusal of a request for planning per-
mission are decided by the Board of Trustees of the Impro-
vement Trust.
The Town Improvement Act and the Pourashava Ordinance
The Dacca Pourashava (now Municipal Corporation) has the
power to prepare a Master Plan under the Pourashava
Ordinance. This could oonfliot with the role of the
Daooa Improvement Trust in Dacoa sinoe it, too, is
empowered to frame a Master Plan and has, been looked
upon as the city's planning agency,. ~he same oonflict
is possible between the Chittagong, Khulna and Rajshahi

.--;'-.'
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Development Authorities and their respective Pourashavas.
Other provisions of these statutes could also lead to
conflicts: Both contain requirements that applications
for building construction be submitted to their respective
agencies, the Pourashava and the Dacca Improvement Trust.
With appeals in the first case being deaided by the Divi-
sional Commissioner and in the,second by either the Ministry
of Public Works and Urban Development (if it is a building
permission initially ruled upon by the "Authorised Officer")
or the Board of Trustees at the Improvement Trust (if it is
a planning permission). The general people (members of the
public) are not easily in a position to understand such
complexities in the planning regulations. As a result,
chances of non-implementation of such laws increase as
do the dangers of arbitrariness and corruption in their
enforcement.
Weakness of statutory draftsmanship
These examples do more than illustrate conflicts in specific
provisions of these laws. They reveal a failure on the part
of past statutory draftsman to consider the respective roles
which various agencies should play.
The Town Improvement Act was passed in 1953 as a special act
(meaning that its application is limited exclusively to the
Dacca-Narayanganj area). But Dacca Municipality at that
time, was governed under the provisions of the Bengal
Municipal Act (a general act, applicable to most munici-
palities in East Bengal). There is a convention that a
special act will overide a general act in cases where the
two conflict, but if they can be reconciled both remain in
force.
In its'original form the Tovm Improvement Act contains

; ..~.
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evidlincethat some thought was given to the respective
roles of the Trust and the Municipality. To undertake
improvement schemes the Trust was empowered to take Qver
areas from the jurisdiction of the,municipality, but in
doing so it would take upon itself the municipal respon-
sibilities for the area as well.
It was not, originally, a planning agency, but could
produce zone plans for specific areas-presummably those
it intended to improve. Nor was it vested With powers
of buil~ing contr9l. However, it was authorised to review
ani'-reto building permission.issued by the municipality.
Presumbly, again, this power was included to enable the
Trust to protect its improvement scheme areas.
Thus, the original Town Improvement Aot recognised that
the Improvement Trust would function as a development
agency and that the Municipality would continue to be
responsible tor the everyday functioning of the community.
A year earlier, however, the East Bengal Building Construc-
tion Aot had been passed requiring an "Authorised Offioer",
to be appointed by the Government, to approve all build-
ing aotivity in any area where it was in effect. Its
draftsmen were silent on the question of the respective
roles of their "Authorised Officer" and the municipality
which was required to perform the same function. On paper,
at least, there.was no conflict between the two statutes;
a potential builder was merely required to seek two separate
permissions for the same construotion.
Nor did the draftsmen of the Town Improvement Aot deal

.vdth the position of the Authorised Offioer, their Trust
had the power to review building applications issued by
the munioipality, but nothing was said about applications

•.•t~
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approved by the Authorise~ Officer.
The Town Improvement Act was amended by the Town Impro-
vement (Amendment) Act of 1958. This was the amendment
that gave the Trust a mandatory responsibility for fram-
ing a master plan for the area within its jurisdiction.
But the draftsmen .of the amendment must shoulder much of
the blame for the consequent confusion of roles. They
attempted to solve the problem of conflict with the
Building Construction Act by specifically providing
that the "Authorised Officer" within the jurisdiction of
the Improvement Trust would be appointed from the staff
of the Trust. As has been mentioned, however, the result
has been that the official has two separate responsibi-
lities. Nor does this provision settle the question of
the respective roles of the Improvement Trust and the
Municipality. The provision allowing the Trust to
review Municipal building approval remains in the Act
and implies that the Municipality still has a role to
play, parallel to that of the Authorised Officer.
The Bengal Municipal Act was replaced by the Muncipal
Administration Ordinance of 1960 and it in turn, was
replaced .by the pr~sent Pourashava Ordinance of 1977.
Both were general statutes, but their draftsmen also
had the opportunity of including provision that would
clarify the roles of these various local agencies. In
neither instance was this opportunity taken~
In fact, these two municipal statutes added a further
complication. The Municipal Administration Ordinance
introduced, and the Pourashava Ordinance continued
mUnicipal powers to frame Master Plan and Development
Plans of several kinds. These provisions raise several
questions. As general statutes they would bow to the

.,.,-:;.t
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Town Improvement Act where there is a conflict, but the
Improvement Trust has no Master Plans'for much of the
area within its jurisdiction. Would a conflict exist,
if municipalities were to frame plans for such areas.
There is no clear answer, the question makes the point
that the statutes which now exist do not clearly locate
responsibility for planning.
Appeal system
Nothing illustrates the lack of an overall concept of
the planning system more than the diversity of the system
of appeals on very similar question. How and whO decides

.an,appeal depends on which agency ihitially ruled on the
issue, not on the substance of the issue involved. Appeals
under the Building Construction Act lies with the Government,
whereas appeals under the Town Improve,ent Act lies with
Board of Trustees of the Improv~oent TruBt~ and appeals
from decisions of the pourashavajor Municipal Corporation
go to the Divisional Commissioner.
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The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance; 1976
Although the Rajahahi To\~ Development Authority Ordinance
is a new statute promulgated in 1976, it suffers from similar
problems. Its draftsmen attempted to settle the problem of
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the "Authorised" Officer" by providing for such an official
with powers identical to those Iinderthe Building Construc-
tion Act, .be appointed as a full official of the Authority.
But, the Government did not withdraw the applicability of
the Building Construction Act to Rajshahi. Consequently,
building control powers may be exercised by two agencies:
Building Construction. Committee under the Construction Act
and the Authorised Officer of the Town Development Authority.
The Ordinance also sought to settle the relationship ~dth
the Municipality by providing that a municipality cannot
approve a building permit unless it has been previously
sanctioned by the Authority. However, this still leaves
open the question of whether or not a municipality may
veto a permission which the Authority has sanctioned.
Lack of internal clarity within statute
There are conflicts and ambiguities not only between.
different statutes, but also within individual statutes
themselves. A number of illustrations can be cited.

Lthe general
objective
of

The Building Construction Act 1952
There are several instances in the Building COnstruction
Act where the provisions are uncertain and ambiguous or
seem to run counter to the expressed intention of the
Act. Government owned buildings, tanks and hills, for
example, have been exempted from the operation of the
Act~1 But this is contrary toLthe Act, which was the
prevention of "haphazard construction" which interfered
with planning. But "Planning" Ilspecially as defined .in
the Town Improvement Act covers both public and private
development. Nevertheless, even if a Governmentconstruc-
tion is considered "paphazard development" by the Autllorised

1." See the East Bengal Building Construction Act; Sec. 11
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Officer, the Act does not permit him to stop it.
The Act is,also ambiguous in respect to the proEision
which gives power to the Government, to order a land
usc to be discontinued if that usc:

••• militates against the dominant character
of the scheme of land utilization as indicated
in the Master Plan and constitute a nuisance
generally to the zone and particularly to the
neighbourhood in which the land or building
is situated. 1

It is verJ difficult to determine which is the dominant
character qf land utilisation in an area. A commercial
shop in a residential area: is this against the dominant
character of scheme of land utilisation, and is it 'a
nuisance? It is really difficult to decide. Moreover
this introduces a further question as to whether this
power applies to Government lands. Although Government
buildings are exempted from the control of the Authorised
Officer, there is no mention of Government land, where no
building exists. Does the power in respect of land usc
apply to such land ?
Another provision of the .I\<:-t,which gives vague and illde-
fined powers to the Authorised Officer is section 4. The
section allows that official to order the removal of a
temporary building erected before the passing of the Act
in 1952. It is not clear what is meant by the terms
"temporary, building". The Act defines a temporary building
as any building which is declared by the Authorised Officer
to be of a "temporary nature". 2 :euthow is the A:l~~horised
Officer to arrive at such a decision? Should the materials
used in the building of such structures, or its age or its

1. See the East Bengal Building Construction Act,1952:
Section - 3A(2): Government of East Pakistan.

2. See the East Bengal Building Construction Act; Sec.2(g):
Government of East Pakistan •
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ownership be the guiding principles in so deciding? There
are no objeotive standards for answering these questions in
the Act. Apparently, it is left to the Authorised Officer
to exercise his discretion. The lack Of objective criteria
could lead to officials being arbitrary in their decisions,
and could certainly lead to a large number of court cases,
appeals and delay.
The Aot describes itself in the preamble, as an Act for the
"Planning of certain areas". However, in the contents
there is no further mention of planning. It is essentially
a statute for controlling haphazard building development
(and also tanks and hills). The Aot does not provide for
the planning of future land use (except perhaps in retrospect).
The retrospective power to curtail existing land uses but
not to describe and prevent undesirable new land uses sugg-
ests that the rather clumsy purpose of the Act is 'Cure'
and not 'Prevention'.
The Town Improvement Act 1953
There are instances in the Town Improvement Act as well
where proVisions containing vagueness and confusion exist.
The provision which empowers the Dacca Improvement Trust to
review all private construction plans approved by the poUra-
shava is unclear:1 How are the applications from the paura-
shava to be handled What kinds of matters are to be consi-
dered by each agency? The purpose of the pacea Improvement
Trust review cannot be to determine whether they conform to

Ithe provisions of the Master Plan because this provision
was included in the original Act, before Master Planning
powers were given to the Trust. The provision may have
been intended for the purpose of protecting zone plans,
but its continuation even after an officer of the Trust
was made Authorised Officer, is confusing since it implies
1. See the Town Improvement Aet 1953 Sec. 77(1)

••
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•
that municipal jurisdicticn over buildings was to continue.
The Town Improvement (Amendment) Act (1958) introduced the
requirement that the Authorised Officer under the Construc-
tion Act, will be appointed from the Dacca Improvement TrustJ
It apparently attempts by this method to give to the Dacca
Improvement Trust exclusively the functions of building
control which were previouSly exercised by any designated
officer of the Government. As mentioned above, however,
there has never been a clear definition of the re3pectivc
roles of the Authorised Offie~r and the municipality. The
fact that the ~endment of 1958 did not repeal the pre-
existing provisions of the Town Improvement Act that
permitted the Trust a review of municipally approved
building permits, therefore, suggests that the municipality
was expected to continu;: to exercise this power. This in
turn, means that the review provisions of the Improvement
Act, and those co-opting the Authorised Officer appear to
have conflicting aims.
The Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance 1959
Another example of ambiguity from the Chittagong Develop-
ment Authority Ordinance concerns the delegation of powers.
The Ordinance allows for the complete delegation of any of
its powers by the Authority, the top body of the organisation
to any subordinate offcial. This is a surprising provision
in the sense that it could result in the discarding of res-
ponsibilities. The Ordinance states:

The Authority may, by general or special order,
delegate to Chairman, a member of an officer of
the Authority, any of its powers, duties or fun-
ctions under this Ordinance SUbject to such con-
ditions as it m~ think fit to impose.2

1. Ibid; Sec. 77(6)
2. See the Chittagong Development. Authority Ordinance. 1959:

Sec~ 20: Government of East Pakistan, 1959.
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Such a very vdde power of delegation seems to mean that
the Board! is allowed to delegate ALL of its powers which
raise a question as to why such a board was created in
the first place. If ALL powers may be delegated, this
would seem to b~ an acknowledgement that the board's
powers can be handled just as well by some subordinate
officials. Such a conclusion must offend the spirit of
the Act, although it f61lowB from its language.

4.5 p'i~ficulties in implementing or operating the planning laws
As we have seen above, many jurisdictional and procedural
requirements of existing plenning and building laws are
unclear in mePlling and administratively complex~ L~aome
instances, however, repairing the statutory details would
have little effect because implementation of the substan~
tive provisions is difficult and sometimes impossible,
given the existing conditions in this country. Statutes
which set up respo:lsibilities that are impossible to
accomplish are unenforceable. A number of such examples
are set forth below.
The Construction Act sets out to control building cons-
tructj.Jn (also tanks and hills). But the Act does not
establish or permit the establishment of any limit what-
soever to the scope of this control. All types of build-
ings are required to come under its purview by the language
of the Act, even huts, out-houses and walls. The Act says:

••• no ::'Cl'Eonshall, without the previous sahctioh
of an Authorised Officer, construct or re-construct
or make addition or alteration to any building •••2

And the definition of a building is so wide that it includes

1. 'Board' refers to the top body.of the Authority as
the Authority ,n~uns both an institutisn and the
top body.

2. See. the East Bengal Building Construction Act, 1952;
Sec. 3(1): Government of East Pakistan.

..,"
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all conceivable types of construction. A "building",
according to section 2 of the Act:

••• includes a house, out-house, hut, wall and
any other structure whether of masonry, bricks,
corrugated iron sheets, metal, tiles, wood, bamboos,
mud, leaves, grass, thatch or mJY other material
whatsoever. 1

This definition presents an impossibl~ task to any
official trying to implement the law. Without the
ability to limit the scope of the law, they are respon-
sible for approving applications for every wall, hut,
or building alterations. Xf this law were observed in
practice, the paper work alOne would be inconceivable,

.even aside from the intelligent application of the mind
to the merits of each case. In fact, of course, the law
is implemented selectively. But the selection is made
not on objective criteria established by law, nor planners
criteria laid down by regulations but chance.
The Master Plan
The zoning controls of a master plan, by which the planning
statutes try to control public development, is very hard
to enforce in practice. All the four statutes which
created development authorities require the fOrmulation
of a master plan to control development.
In three cases such plans were formulated. However, it is
difficult to rigorously implement a 20 year old Master
Plan in a developing country which fRces rapid physical
change and urbanization.
In order to be realistic (and therefore not arbitrary)
in the use of zoning powers a master plan must be revised
periodically. The faster is the rate of urban growth, the
more often these revisions are required. Without such

1. Ibid, S. 2(b).
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revision the plans are quickly out of date. Neighbourhoods
change either without permissions or through the granting
of exceptions. Soon, any attempt to adhere to the Master

//
Plan can rightly be judged to be arbitrary.

T)-",Tovm Improvement Act is specific when it asks for a
Master Plan " •••indicating the manner in which it/Board

. 1of Trustees/proposes that land should be used." A pro-
vision of the Act requires that every use of land which
conflicts with the Master Plan must get the permission
of the Chairman of the Dacca Improvement Trust2, but
this is a law which is very difficult to implement. !t
is not possible to set out a dominant land use zOne as
required by the Town Improvement Act. There would be
room for hundreds of exceptions. So this could lead to
countless interpretations, appeals, and evasions of law,
which in turn would lead to a growing disrespect for the
law.
To sum up, therefore, there are a number of problems with
the statutes which can be said to stem from poor drafts-
manship. One of these is that the scope and coverage of
the Planning laws of this country are too wide. They seek
to control all aspects of all activities that are involved
in the use of land or buildings by requiring the permissicn
from the proper authority. These controls are imposed by
statute on activities regardless of size or whether they
have any major planning implications or not.
A second problem is that these laws sometimes apparently
attempt to achieve impossible goals. The zoning provisions
of Master Plans are a case in point. Given the present
strength of administratiVe and professional manpower in the
country, there is no way to enforce those planning r~~Uire-
mnts.
1. See the Town Improvement Act, 1953 Sec. 73(1)
2. Ibid. Sec. 75(1)
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,rae. li~l::'~:,mpmctant pr.oblem :i.3 tha.t tIl"pJ-c.D,ninglaws are
vor.y comp16x and con'fusing :1.11 natura. 'This in i.llustra-
ted by the fact .that Bd~dnistratively the statues have
placcQ. overlappb.g responsibilities on v:?,r:ious'agencies
resulting in confliots and oontradiotions.
Another charaoteristic of the laws is that they often are
amhigllou.Sin meaning. The role of the GOvernment organi-
sation are n~t clearly defined and powers given by the
aots are not free 'from various interpretations by various
agencies.
After finishing studies on the potential problems in
planning laws of Eangladesh in its language, let us
examine the effeotiveness of the laws in the next ohapter.
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C HAP T E R - 5

PLANNING LAW IN PRACTICE IN BANGLADESH
In the previous chapters we have discussed the planning and
building laws that exist in Bangladesh and their weaknesses
and ambiguities. Now, let us see some of the practical app-
lications of the laws. The principal areas to be discussed
will include Master Plans, buil~ing controls, appeals, enfor-
cement and general administrative reSponsibilities in Dacca,
Chittagong and Rajshahi. The study will concentrate at
these questions: Are the planning laws working or being
effective in practice? How does administration react to
difficulties? The answers to these questions Should con-
firm or reject the hypothesis resulting from the findings
in the last chapter: that the present planning and build-
ing laws in ~angladesh are potentiall~ weak.

5.1 PLANNING POlVERS
Pourashava
The Municipal Administration Ordinance(1960)and the Poura-
shava Ordinance(1911)provided pourashavas with discretionary
powers of preparing master plans. The thesis research rev-
ealed that although a number of plans (approximately 15 or
20) wore prepared by tho Urban Development Directorate in
the national Ministry of Public Works and Urban Develop-
ment for the different Pourashavas of the country on a
number of occassions in response to requests from the
pourashavas and the Government, there is no instance of

, Iany having been-formally adopted or i~plemented. It has
been imposSible to discover whether a~ 01 those plans
were approved by the prescribed superi~rauthority: the
Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner.1 This suggests

1. Commissioner is the head of an administrative division
and the Deputy Commissioner is the head of a district.

(
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that the machineries for the implementation of the master
plane at po~rashava levels are not capable of dOing the
job. There are probably three different contributing
explanations: a lack of staff to prepare the master plans
for the Pourashavas; lack of staff to implement the master
plans, and a lack of recognition among local officials of
a plan being a vital need when campared to other subjects.
However, the lack of technical staff is probably the most
important inhibiting factor. Traditionally pourashavas in
this country emerged as centres of local politics with the
dominating characteristics of training for the local poli-
tical.leaders, but the professional staff required to pre-
pare Master Plans are not available with the Pourashava:

Officers and staff in the present day Municipal
'Committee are generally inadequate in quality if
not i.n quantity. In technical' departments quanti-
tative shortage also is there. 1 G. Rahman.

This shortage is due not only to the shortage of trained
staff in the country as a whole but also to a general
reluctance on the part of professionals to work for a
local authority. Municipalities cannot offer a"ttractive
service conditions to persons who could obtain or accept
jobs with higher levels of the Government:

There is no prospect for qualified and talented
technical staff in the municipal services, nor
there is any possibility of granting higher
remunerations to attract useful staff, in the
absence of opportunities for development. 2

Physical planning for their respective pourashava was not
undertaken by the elected bodies largely because they do
not have the technical staff to do the job.

1. Our Cities and Towns; (1970) P. 148: MetropoJ.itan Admin-
istration: Planning and Development Aspects: article"
by Mr. G. Rahman, NIPA, Dacca.

2. Ibid.
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Urban.Development Directorate
To get around the problem of shortage of staff at the local
level, the Urban Development Di~ectorate has provided the
staff. The Urban Development Directorate has formulated
Master Plans for Bogra, Rangpur, Patuakhali, Barguna,
Jhalakhathi, Comilla, Tangail, Cox's Bazar, Sylhet, MYmen-
singh, Rajshahi, KUrigram, Kishoregonj, Netrokona, Jhenaiddha
and Nawabgonj, while a plan for Noakhali was prepared by a
foreign firm.. Although none of these plans have been
implemented, the plans for Comilla, MymenSingh, Rangpur,'
Bogra and Barisal are under revision by the Urban Develop-
ment Directorate and a new plan far Narsingdi is under
preparation. A team of officials has already been sent
to MYmensingh an6 another to Barisal for the land use
survey of the area; and the land-use map for Narsingdi
and preliminary survey for Rangpur and Bogra have been

1completed for the purpose.
~ca Improvement Trust
The Dacca Imprcycment Trust adopted Master Plan for Dacca
in 1959 prepared for it by a firm of British Town Planners.
The Plan is basically a zoning map which includes descrip-

,':'.,tions of the proposed sites for various uses. Within the
last 18 years the Dacca Improvement Trust has carried out
several schemes in accordance with the provisions of the
Master Plan including a number of roads and markets in
D?-c'ca,yet there are a number of inst:lr.ceswhere develop-
ment has taken place contrary to the provision of the
Master Plan. Many private residences in Dacca represent
violations of the Master Plan. The construction of offices
in Dhanmondi Residential Area do also. These examples
illustrate the difficulty of preserving a zone pure.

1. niscussion with the Officials of the Urban Development
Directorate, Government of Bangladesh, Dacca~
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The area in the old parts of Dacca between the Hrishikesh
Das Road and the Dhupkhola Math were fixed as commercial
zone in the Master Plan, but it has grown into a residen-
tial area through private development.1 The Dacca Improve-
ment Trust did not authorise this residential use but people
paid little h~ed to the regulations; on the contrary, they
co,:structed houses without obtaining sanctions for them.
There are several reasons why this particular area ~as
become a glaring example of the failure to enforce a pro-
vision of the Master Plan. One of the more important is
that it now includes the site of a religious centre.
Lack of updating the Master Plan
The Master Plan of Dacca has become very old and out-dated.
Since the city became a national capital its land use
pattern has altered direction and shape reflecting the
tremendous politico-administrative changes that occurred
in the country since the liberation in 1971. Widespread
economic poverty and immigration to the city, due to both
push and pull factors, has raised vital issues for planners.
Land in the city is scarce and new migrants to the city are
finding it increasingly difficult to find accommodation. As
a result slums and insanitary houses have emerged 'as common
shelter for the poor and the lower middle income groups.,
For subsistence and survival, they are forced to resort
any shelter regardless of the legal processes of construc-
tion.
Another reason why the Master Plan is not always enforced,
has to do with 'informal agreements between staff of the
enforcement agencies and private parties. Change of use of '
land,contrary to the provisions of the Master Plan is fre-
quently carried out on this basis. An example is found

1. Discussion with the officials of the Dacca Improvement
Trust.
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near the western part of Sher-e-Bangla nagar. The land Was
kept for open space, but numerous private residential
houses have-been built, reportedly with informal permi-
ssion.1 The possibility of such informal- agreements,
however, is grounded in the fact that the plan is so out
of date as to be unrealistic. This emphasizes the need
for the provisions of the Master Flan to be under constant
review by the authority and to be kept dynamic and flexible.
Chitta60ng
The practical application of planning laws
also studied to see the experience there.
sented a similar picture to that of Dacca.

in Chittagong was
Chittagong pra-

The Master Plan of Chittagong, also ba~ically a zoning plan,
was made in 1961. It has not since been comprehensively
revised and is also out of date. The Chittagong Development
Authority has successfully completed several development
3chemes as an endeavour to follow soma of the long term
landuse provisions of the plan. These include a few roads
and some new residential units. But it has had little over-
all effect.
Example of problems of out-dated Master Plan
About six months ago, the ~nittagong Development Authority
decided in its meeting to relax some of the zoning provi-
sions of the Master Plan which do not conform to present
day reality. Over time these zones have grovnl-differently

from what was contemplated in the Master Plan. So, presently
.plans are being approved even though they represent slight
variations from the Master Plan requirements. For instance,
in areas originally reserved for mixed uses, with the ground
tloor commercial and the first floor residential, the Chitta-
gong Development Authority is lenient if an o\~er wishes to

1. Interview with a person ar the area and discussion
with the Official of the Dacca Improvement Trust.
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Use both floors for residential purposes. It is also likely
to approve new construction with similar variations, especi-
ally if the party does not have the economic capacity to
build for commercial use.
R ••.jshahi
The Rajshahi Town Development Authority has not been able to
frame a master plan during its short period of existence
(only 15 months). An Outline Development Plan for the
Rajshahi Municipal Town was prepared by the Urban Develop~
ment Directorate in 1972 but was never used until the Deve-
lopment Authority came into being. It has since been
approved by the Government and is being followed by the
authority as an interim measure until the master plan is
framed and becomes effective. Moreover, some of the pro~
visions of this Plan are not to be implemented soon or eveA
in the long term. An interview with the officials of the
Rajshahi Town Development Authority reveals that the Plan
makes provision for parks in some unlikely areas. The
existing condition of the land in such areas is not amen-
able to.human habitation without costly and lengthly impro-
Vement. Consequently, the P~jshahi Town Development
Authority. will not start developing its parks in such areas
even .though that is called for in the Plan.

!

5.2 THE DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
Pourashava
At the time of the independence of Pakistan in 1947, the
only agency with power to review building appliCations and
exeroise control in Dacca was the Dacca Municipality. Its
powers in this regard were laid down by the Bengal Municipal
Act 1932, and according to one source, were exercised fairly
effieiently. The practice followed involved a visit to the
site by the Sanitary Inspector and submission by him of

r-
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reports to the Health Officer. The Health Officer might be
assisted by the Building Inspector in coming to a decision.
The application was also referred to the Engineering section
of the Municipality for an opinion.' All of these geads of
Sections would render their recommendations through the
Health Officer to the Chairman who would approve or reject

1the plan.
Dacca Improvement Trust
When the East Bengal Building Construction Act came into
being in 1953 (drafted in 1952), the first area which was
put under the-Act was Dacca. Since the amendment of the
Town Improvement Act in 1958, the Authorised officer for
Dacca area has been a member of the staff of the Dacca
Improvement Trv.st. Neverth~less, he is appointed under
and his powers to ~Bsue building permits derive from the
Building Construction Act.
Inspite of this attempt to co-ordinate planning and build-
ing approvals under one agency, the process of getting per-
mission to construct a house remain complex. An applica-
tion for planning permission still goes to the Chairman of
the Dacca Improvement Trust, while an application for build-
ing permission goes to the Authorised Officer. Nor has the
Chairman any authority over the Authorised Officer in connec-
tio" with the building permit, and appeal from the latter's
decision goes not to him but to the Government. An appeal
from the Chairman's decision is decided by the Board of
Trustees.
The Town Improvement Act was passed in 1953 and as has already
been noted, the original version provided that all plans for
the erection of buildings approved under" the Municipal Act
were to be submitted to the Chairman of the Improve~ent
1. Interview with an ex-Health Officer of the Dacca Pourashava.
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Trust for sanction. In practice, apparently, appli.cations
were made to both- mmlicipality and the Improvement Trust,
which created problem in respect of conflicting decisions

•from .thetwo organizations. In .such cases the Dacc'a Impro-
vement Trust used to send copies of its decisions to the
municipality. Nevertheless these conflicts resulted in
some courtcases which were decided in favour of the Muni-
cipality as tqc prior authority. 1

In 1958, the Improvement Trust Act was amended in ~1 attempt
to resolve the conflict by requiring that the Authorised
Officer under the Building Construction Act be appointed
from the Dacca Improvement Trust Staff. The amendment
~id not remove the provision relating to the review by the
Chai1~an of the Dacca Improvement Trust of municipally appro-
ved building permission and, therefore, remain inforce today.
Since, however, it is the Authorised Officer of the Improve-
ment Trust and not thc Municipal authori-~ies which, in
practice, approves building plans. The provision is not being
followed.
As has been mentioned earli~r, th~ amendment of the ~own
Improvement Act did not take away the Municipal responsi-
bility for approving permission, and for a time there were. -

twe separate procsauresfor building permission. Subsequently
the system was changed by administrative agreements and the
Improvement Trust took responsibility for receiving all
applications in duplicate. If the Authorised Officer
approves the Plan, he would do so subject to the Munici-
pality's agreement ~nd would send one copy to the Munici-
pality. At a still later stage the practice of sending a
copy to the Pourashava gradually faded out. Today the
Authorised Officer of the Dacca Improvement Trust alone

1. Interview with an ex-Health Officer of the Dacca
Municipality.
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sanctions building plans although the municipal responsi-
bility remains in force under the Pourashava Ordinance
1977.
This provision, however, introduced in 1953, and the
actual practice followed today mark the legal and ad~inis-
trative stage through which the Improvement Trust has
gradually superseded the Municipality in regard to the
power of issuing building permits.
Current procedure for building application
The process for the approval of building applications which
is currently followed is nowhere statutorily defined but
has evolved as a matter of administrative convenience.
Applications are submitted along with a building layout
plan and a site plan. Fixed fees are charged (realised)
before they are accepted by the Authorised Officer at the
Dacca Improvement Trust. The staff of the Authorised
Officer's section decide the actual amount of fess to be
deposited on the basis of the fixed rate. These fees
are deposited as income to the Dacoa Improvement Trust
although originally. they were treated as General Govern-
ment revenue collec.ted under the Building Construction Act.
When applications are received in the Authorised Officer's
Section, they are assigned to a Building Inspector. This
official may examine the site although he need not do 80.

He is, however, responsible for submitting reports wi.th
objections or recommendations to the Chief Building
Inspector. The Chief Inspector reviews the papers in the
context of the administrative building construction rules,
makes his own objections and recommendations and passes
them on to the Authorised Officer. If at this stage
there are no serious objection, the Authorised Officer
refers the applications to the town planning section for
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,

a determination as to whether or not the proposed build-
ing will be in conformity with the Master Plan. The town
planning section reports back to the Authorised Officer
who, if there are no objection, may now approve the .appli-
cation. If there are any objections by the Building
Inspector or the Chief Building Inspector, the Authorised
Officer may refuse the application without referring to
the town planning section. He is, however, not supposed
to issue an approval without such reference although
reportedly this has been known to happen.
Number of.applicatiohs
The following table indicates the number of applications
for construction of buildings during the last two decades.1
These figures can suggest some conclusions about the
effectiveness of the building application system.

1. The Dacca Improvement Trust: section of the
Authorised Officer.

r
.1
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Number of building application and percentage of sanction

Year

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Total

OPopulationO
Oof Dacca 0
Ocity 0
5.2 lakh'

Building
applica~
tiona

773
1454
1989
2706
2700
2103
1927
1492
1810

16954

r Total
o sanc-
o tioned.

1039*
1355
1904
2630
2544
2091
1882
1806"
1768

17019

% of sanc-
tion

99.6

1970
"*1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

1604
470
617

1547
1852

3106
2857
3726

(4160)

1570
343
460

1400
1580
2439
2159
2760

(not available)

Total up-
to 1977

Grand Total

15779

32733

12711

29730

80.6

Source: Dacca Improvement Trust

1. Bangladesh Population Census, 1974: Bulletin 2: P. 102
Census Commission, Ministry of Home Affairs,Government
of the Feople's Republic of Bangladesh, Dacca. -

2. Ibid.
* It deals with the number of pending applications
** War of Liberation of .Bangladesh.

I"'..
{
\
I..
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The size of Dacca has been expanding rapidly and has more
than trebled since 1960's. The present population is
about 2 million. During this period the annual number of
buildings constructed has also increased, but the size of
the increase in the number of applications does not seem
adequate to accommodate the increases in population.
Applications are more likely to be ;eceived where the lands
on which the buildings are to be located ~ere purchased
from the Government.1 In these areas owners are required
to construct within s?ecified period of time. If they do
not do so their allotment may be cancelled. This provides
an incentive to process applications for building permissions.
Another incentive is provided by the requirement of the House
Building Finance Corporation that all applications for loans
for the construction of buildihgs be accompanied by approved
permissions. In the following table, loan applications are

I

compared with applications for building permissions in soms
selected years:
Number of applications for loans and building permission

APg?i~Cati-~ 1973-74 0 1974-75 0 1975-76 0 1976-770 I 0For loan 0 320 0 890 0 1033 0 8370 0 Q 0
For Build-~ 0 0 0
ing 1547 0 1852 0 3106 0 2857permito 0 0 0

Source: Annual Report of the House Building Finance
Corporation (1976-77) I

Admittedly, applications for loans and for building permi-
ssions may not be processed in the same year, but the above
figures indicate the comparative number of such applications.

1. An interview with the staff of the Dacca Improvement
Trust.

, - ';.~
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They suggest that nearly one-third of all building
applications which the Dacca Improvement Trust receives
maybe because of the House Building Finance Corporation's
requirement.
The above discussion suggests that where an incentive
motive does not exist, builders are less apt to apply
for building permission.
Simple observation.indicates that the actual number of
buildings constructed in Dacca is considerably greater
than the number of applications received by the Dacca
Improvement Trust. If shades, out-houses, walls and
other minor constructions, for which permissions are
legally required are also taken into consideration, the
effectiveness of the building control system must be
questioned.
Extra legal expenses
The lack of an incentive is not the only reason for
builders to avoid ~ubmitting applications for building
permission. There are actual disincentives inherent in
the system which operate as well. One such disincentive ~
is cost. If the person builds without permission, he has
not to pay the various fixed fees mentioned in the discu-
ssion above. More important than the fixed fees, however.
are extra-legal gratuities which are often considerable.
A person choosing to try to avoid the building approval
system may do so to escape the expense involved and also
the harassment and the embarrresment which accompanies
these extra-legal transaction.
The following t~~ case studies are based on interviews
with members of the public who have had experience with
the building approval system.
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Some case studies
Recently, owner of three kathas of land submitted an
application for building approval to construct a resi-
dence with roughly 1150 sq. ft. of floor space divided
into six rooms. He was required to deposit fixed fees
in the amount of Taka 150.00 (Taka one hundred and
fifty)only. However, the owner reportedly incurred an
additional expe~se of five hundred taka with which his .~
friends were able to procure sanction of the application
within 3 (three) days.
Another example at about the same time ~nvolved a plan
for four storied building. The owner reported that he
had deposited the legally required fees of Taka Four
hundred. In o~der to expedite approval of the plan.
however, he had also to spend the same amount again
:l.!l extra legal expenses.
In a third instance which took place about ten years ago,
the ovmer of 1t kathas of land sought a building permi-
ssion for which he paid fees of Taka two hundred and fifty
legally and an additional five hundred taka extra legally.
More recently abother plan required three hundred taka as
fixed fees and three hundred Taka more for smoothing the

I .process. Similarly, the allottee of a plot of 5 (five)'
kathas paid 150.00 (hundred and fifty) taka at the time
of submitting plan of two storied building and paid anot-,

her 200.00 (two hundred) taka to expedite the sanction.
The reports indicate that a person. who applies for build-
ing permission must undertake a financial burden consider-
ably higher than represented by the fixed fees. Coupled
with the social and legal embarrasment of negotiating these
expenditures these can be a very heavy disincentive, indeed.
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These extra legal arrangements are made possible in large
part, because the Master Plan and tae rola'ted building
regulations are out of date and the plann:l.ngprocess is
not capable of reviewing and establishing realistic guide-
lines to gui.de the decisions of administrative Officials.
This is not a problem~c~liar to Bangladesh. As Gunnar
Myrdal observes it is widespread in much of Asia:

When one recognises the very serious effects of
corruption in south Asia, the problem is raise~ of
what can be done,about it. The,important Santhanam
Commi Uee report in India has analysed administrative
procedures that create opportunities for malfeasance
and has made recommendations for refo~m. The committee
urges simpler and mor~'prncise rules and procedures for
political and administr~tive decisions that effeot
private persons and business enterprises and also

oloser supervision.
A main committee theme is that discretionary powers
should, in so far as possible, be decreased. It sug-
gests that the pay of low level oivil servants be
raised and their sooial and economio status be impro-
ved and made more secure. 'The vigilance agencies,
including speoial police departments, should be
strengthened. Laws and procedures should be changed
so that punitive action against corrupt officials
could be pursued more speedily and effectively.1

CHITTAGONG
'Itis reasonable to assume that the decline of the Pnura-
shava's role in building control discussed above in the
case of Dacca reflected a growing lack of effectiveness
on the part of municipal administration. In Chittagong,
however, where the same decline took place, there are
some evidence that this is not the case. In the view of
at least one retired Government official, the municipal
Government did not ignore its responsibilities in this
regard.

1• Gunnar Myrdal: Asian Drama: 1977: A n Inquiry into
the Poverty of Nations: P. 172: COrruption ~_~ts
causes_and effect~: Pelican Books.
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.M!J!inistrativaJ?1l.angesin the pJ.anning'process
Before the emergence of the Chittagong Development Authority
in 1959, the Chittagong Pourashava used to operate the admi-
nistration of building plan approvals and to prosecute those
guilty of unauthorised constructions. In one case in 1950's,
tho pourashava warned against the unauthorised construction

. 1of a small shed for keeping the cows on residential premises.
Upon filing a remedial application, the owner received re-
trospective approval for the shed in a letter which requi/.ed
him also to seek separate approval from the Authorised
Officer who was then Commissioner of Chittagong Division.
This is not an isolated case. It seems that the Chittagong
Municipality.almost rigidly enforced the powers of sUch
controls of buildings in the early 1950's and prosecuted
the violators.
Example of procedure in 1951
One letter authorising permission for the construction of
five houses issued in 1951 by the Chairman of the c;littagong
Municipality reveals that there was then a Municiapl Town
Planning Commi,ttes in Chittagong and the permission required
the applicant to take the separate approval from that
Committel3.2

Procedure i!!...12?-:l
In 1953, a similar letter seems to indicate that a Town

was defunct since the Chairman's permi-
The following year, however, a letter

from the Chairman conditioned his approval upon a separate
permission being received from the Authorised Officer.4

Thus by 1954, the East Bengal Building Construction Act

1. See Appendix - 3.
2. See Appendix - 1
3. See Appendix - 2
4. See Appendix - 4
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was oper~ting in Chittagong parallel with the building control
proviSions of the Bengal Municipal Act. The practice at the
time was for eithsr the Municipality or ths Authorised Officer
to sanction approval on the condition that the applicant also
sought permission from the other institution.
Procedure in 1959
As late as 1959, a permit issued by the Authorised Officer,
still tho Commissioner of Chittagong Division indicates that
this practice was being followed.1

Chittagong Development Authority
In 1959, the Chittagong Development Authority came into being.
At first, however, this apparently had little effect upon thein
procedure followed! buildj.ng application.
Procedure .in 1960
A letter issued by an Assistant Planning Officer of the Autho-
rityin 1960 indicates that an application submitted to the
Authority was recommended by it to the Authorised Officer who
is still the commissioner of Chittagong Division.2 He had
approved the application in question and it was now being
sent to the municipality for its approval. Another letter
in the same YCJi'.rfrom the Authorised Officer advised an
applicaJ!ltto obtain permission from the Municipality under
the Municipbli Act. H stated that the concurrence of the
Authority and the Authorised Officer and the Municipality
were all needed for sanctioning of building plan.
Subsequently, the practice changed. As in .Dacca, the insti-
tution of Authorissa Officer was co-opted by the Developmem
Authority and the role of the Municipality faded out. Today,
the procedure followed in building application is very similar
to that of the Dacca Improvement Trust.

1. See Appendix - 5
2. See Appendix - 6
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Rajshahi
The Rajshahi Town Development Authority Ordinance attempts
to make a different provision for the Authorised Officer to
handle building approvals. It calls for an Authorised
Officer to be appointed by am be responsible to the Authority.
The powers of this Authorised Officer are almost identical
to those provided in the Building Construction Act.
Before the inception of the Rajshahi Town Development
Authority, the sanctioning of building plans was carried
out by an appointed Building Construction Committee headed
by the Divisional Commissioner and including, among others,
the Deputy Commissioner, the Chairman of the Municipality,
and the Superintending Engineers of the Public Works Depart-
ment, Roads and Highwa~ys and Public Health Engineering.
This Committee was constituted in 1968 under the Building
Construction Act and empowered:to exercise the powers of
the Authorised Officer provided for in that statute. Prior
to 1976, the Municipality exercised the task of secretariat
to the Building Construction Committee.
It was expected by the draftsmen of the Rajshahi Town Deve-
lopment Authority that the applicability of the Building
Construction Act to Rajshahi would be withdrawn when that
Ordinance took effect. In that case the Authorised Officer
appointed under the Ordinance would take over the functions
of the Building Construction Co~ttee. This, however, did
not happen. As a result there are, at present, in Rajshahi
two Authorised Officers (one in the shape of the Building
Construction Committee) with identiCal powers. Some small
changes have been made in response to the situation. The
Building Construction Committee has been expanded to
ihclude the Authorised Officer and the Town Planner of
the Rajshahi Town Development Authority, and the Develop-
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~ent Authority now performs the functions of Secretariat.
These changes, however, do not affect the legal situation
which appears to be required an applicant to receive appro-
vals from two institutions.
Process of application
In practice, this legal requirement is handled in the follow-

,

ing way. Applica"Gions for sanctions for building construc-
tion are submitted to the Authorised Officer of the Rajshahi
Town Dev',lopment Authority. Th'-;lapplications are processed
by his section, and if found acceptable are referred to the
To\~ Planner for his comments. If there are any objection
by either of the Development Authority Officials, the appli-
cation may be refused at this stage. If there are no objec-
tion, however, it must still be presented to and discussed
by the Building Construction Committee.
In sanctioning building plans the Committeo looks ~t various
conditions laid down in the Building Construction Rules,1952
and also prima facie evidence of ownership of the land on
which the proposed building is to be constructed. Develop-
ment Authority officials in both Rajshahi and Chittagong
iuliiuated that examination of such evidence is useful in
order to minimise their invol•••.ement in any subsequeu"t liti-
gation which may arise over the ownership of the land.
illeals
Under the Rajshahi Town Development Authority an appeal from
a decision of the Authorised Officer of the Authority lies
to the Commissioner of Rajshahi Division. A further appeal
to the Government is also provided for. The Building Cons-
truction Act, it will be recalled, authorises an appeal to
the Government against the deci~ion of the Building Construc-
tion Committee. This means that if an application is turned
dovIDat the first stage when it is considered by the offi.lials
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of the RajshahiTown Development Authority, the applicant
vdll have the possibility of a two-~tage appeal. If, how-
ever, it is turned dovm at the Building Construction Commi-
ttee stage, he will havo one appeal.

5.3 EFFECTIVENESS OF ENFORCEMENT
In the opinion of one person interviewed in connnection
with this thesis, the effectiveness of the enforcement
of building controls has declined over the last )0 years.
Speaking of Dacca, with which he was well acqct1nted, he
expressed the view that prior to the independence of Pakis-
tan in 1947, ~he municipal authorities received and ruled
on building applications representing at least 80% of the
building activity within their jurisdiction. Subsequently,
however, the municipal performance decli~9d. By 1960, when
the task w,:s taken over by the Dacca Improvement Trust, he
thought it probable that only about 60% of the buildings
constructed had received official sanctions. He suggested
that one of the reasons might have been popularly assumed'
to reprssent freedom from all controls. But certainly the

1rapid growth of Dacca since 1947 is also largely responsible.
More recent investigation suggests that this declining
effectiveness continued. The following case'study illus-
trates some of the problems which contribute to and flow
frOm such decline.
Case stud;z
In 1963, the Construction and Building Department sought to
acquire most of the land of the Shah Ali bagh area of Mirpur
on the edge of Dacca. The owners of properties in the area,
including those on which houses were built were served vdth
a requisition notice. The Land Acquisition Officials in
the office of the Deputy Commissioner of Daooa Distriot
weroasked to prooeed with the oompulsory acquisition of
1. Interview with a retd. Health Offioer of the Dacca

Municipal! t::.
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the land and payment of compensation therefor. At the same
time the Dacca Improvement Trust was asked to abstain from
sanctioning any further buiiding pl.ans in the area.
One owner of ten kathas of l~la did submit an application
for building permission to the Improvement Trust in the
following year. Because of pending acquisition, the Trust
refused its approval. The owner then constructed a brick
and tin shed for temporary occupation. He started living
there in 1964 and has not been disturbed or served with
any notice concerning either his building violation. Dur-
ing the fourteen years period he has rebuilt the structure
as a permanent building.
U-eanwhile compensation for the acquisition of the land was
assessed on the basis of the prevailing price in 1964 which
was Tk.23,OOO a bigha. Ninety percent of the compensation
was actual~y paid to the owner in instalments. There has,
however, been no payment of the remaining ten percent nor
have there been any attempts by the Government to acquire
possession. The long period of undisturbed possession has
encouraged occupants to develop tho land further and the
present value is estimated to have risen to Tk.2,50,OOO a
bighe. The acquisition is still considered as pending
although the occupants have demanded a fresh assessment of
compensation. The effect, howeve~. is that they are still
barred from receiving building permission for any structures
they put up. People must therefore, build without permis-
sion or leave this valuable land unutilised.

(
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C HAP T E R - 6
6. CONCLUSIONS ~,D REC01~NDATIONS

This thesis has studied the urban planning laws in Bangladesh.
The growing importance of urbanization and the apparent fai-
lure of existing planning laws to influence it was the reason
for the selection of the subject for study. In particular,
the thesis has focussed on detailed aspects of the laws rele-
vant to the framing of a master plan, the imposition of deve-
lopment control, the regulation of site development schemes
and other powers and procedures relating to rights of appeals,
rights of enforcements and other matters. Relevant statutes
which have been in operation since the partition and the
emergence of East Pakistan in 1947 have been included,
whether or not currently in force. The thesis examines the
laws themselves, .the powers that were given under those laws,
the process by which the iaws changed over time and the
reasOns for the changes. In addition to the strengths and
weaknesses of the laws as written, the study includes an
analysis based on the research findings which demonstrate
some practical problems of putting those laws into practice •.
The.problems revealed by the study can be grouped into two
rough categories: Those which represent poor statutory
draftsman~ghip (including insufficient prelimimary research)
and those which reflect an.iliadequate appreciation of the
realities of urban dynamics.

6.1 The wide scope of the planning law
The wide I,copeof the existing planning laws exemplifies tliis.
latter problem. Government permission is required for almost
every kind of activity which involves the development of land
and the use of buildings. They do hot even exclude those
activities which are of minor importance to town planning
and cannot effect other people.

'~-
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The East Bengal Building Construction Act, for instance,
provides that:

••• no person shall, without the previous sanction
of an Authorised Officer, construct or reconstruct
or make addition'or alterration to any building •••'1

The scope of the measuring "building" is not limited in
the Act and includes even 'huts, walls and any other struc-
ture: The effect of this language is to place tho Autho-
rised Officer wlder:a responsibility which it is impossible
for him to enforce. Given the conditions of the cities of
BangladeSh it is inconceivable that any institution can
be created which has adequate trained manpower to implement
this requirement. The obvious lack of enforcement encourages
those who might otherwise obey the law to flout it. Thus.
an unenforceable law leads to a gradual deterioration in
the rule of law.

6.2 The complexity of the l~
Another illustration of the unsuitability of present statutes
is their comple7~ty.
The procedures laid down by the building and planning laws
are not easily understood by most people. These procedures,
for instance, require that.applications for building permi-
ssion should be sent to the Authorised Officer of the Govern-
ment in accordance with the East Bengal Building Construction
Aot 1952, and also to the appropriate Pourashava as well
as the Dacca Improvement Trust or the Chittagong, Khulna
or Rajshahi Development Authority as provided in their
respective statutes.
Similarly, the appeal system is also complex: An appeal to
the Government under the Building Construction Act and to
the Board of Trustees under the To\Y.aImprovement Act. For
some kinds of decisions, therefore, the final arbitor is
1. See the East Bengal Bl:ilding Construction

Act \952, Sec. 3(1)
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the Ministry of Public Works and Urban Development, for
others it is the Ministry of Local Government. Rural Deve-
lo~.ment and Co-operatives and for others it is the Board
of the Dacca Improvement Trust. It is difficult for the
average man to understand the reason for these different
requiromslits.
The system of enforcement is also plaqued by confusion.
Under the law, the approval of the Government is required
to prosecute agains.t violation of the.existing laws. By
the time such approval is sought and received the point of
the prosecution is often forgotten.

6.3 Ambiguities in the meaning in the laws
The weaknesses in draftsmanship, on the other hand, are
demonstrated by the number of ambiguities which exist in
the meaning of provisions of particular laws.
For example, the Town Improvement Act requires that build-
ing applications be received by the Government appointed
Authorised Officer from the Dacca Improvement Trust who
would be appointed under the East Bengal Building Construc-
tion Act, but simul~tancously it preserves the provisions
that authorises the Dacca Improvement Trust to veto the
building construction on the permission approved by a
Pourashava. It is not clear which institution is to recei-
ve the applications initially or whether they are to be
submitted to both at the same time. It is not clear as to
how an application can be decided by the Authorised Officer
but at the same ti.mealso be decided by a Pourashava, witil
a right of veto by the Chairman of the Improvement Trust.
While in practice the approvals are handlcd by the Improve-
ment Trust. the law remains ambiguous and could cause
complications if a Pourashava ever wished to enforce its
legal authority. This means uncertainty for the private
builder.

•
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This ambiguity means that the complexities of the appeal
process, already mentioned, take another dimension. Each
of the approval routes has a separate appeal.procedure
~~d ends up with a different authority.' This could lead
to contradictions and conflicts at the appellate levels.
These sorts of ambiguities were dealt with in the case of
the Dacca Impl'ovement Trust VB. Mallik which decided that
the Board of the DIT is the supreme authority. to decide on
the appeals on the p~anning grounds and the Government to
decide on the building grounds against the Authorised
Officer. In so doing, however, it created a new question:
If this is the arrangement,. what is tho purpose of provid-
.-..ng that the Authorised Officer be appointed from among
the staff of the Improvement Trust? The Court did its
best, but was trying to reconcile the irreconcilable.
A second example of an ambiguity within a particular law
can be found in the East Bengal Building Construction Act,
where much of the langu",ge and wordL.;; 0.5open-ended and
may involve countless arguments and dis-agreements.
In the section 3A (~) of the East Bengal Building Construc-
tion Act, for instance, it provides that the Government
shall not iSSUe such orders if the use of buildine does not
militate against the dominant character of the scheme of
land utilization as indicated in the Master Plan. The Act
does not provide any clear definition of "dominat character"
of land utilization. If several uses of the land are allowed,
question arises as to how to decide the dominant use of the
land. This leaves the undue powers to the civil servants
to interpret this vagueness.
Similarly. sectio', 4 of the same Act provides the Authorised
Officer with the power of removing a temporary building,
erected prior to the date of the coming into force of this

•
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Act, but there is no definition of such temporary b~ilding
in the Act. It is not clear from the Act what actually
would be a temp,,:::,arybuilding; whether the materials used
or the time of the construction of such building should
be considered. To declare it a temporary building has
been left to the Authorised Officer. It is also unclear
what are the necessary legal preconditions which would
define a permanent building.
Overall, the Act provides no objective standards (and does
not even require the adoption of a set of standards) for
the exercise of the powers it authorises. It appears to
allow almost unrestrained discretion to officials to decide
what is and what is not permissible.
A third example of this kind of ambiguity occurs in the
Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance. The language
of this Ordinance which authorises the delegation of respon-
sibility by the Board is very wide:

••• the Authority may, by general or special order,
delegate to Chairman, a Member or an Officer of the
Authority, any of its powers, duties or functions
under this Ordinance subject to such conditions as
it may think fit to impo se. 1

This would seem to mean that the Board can delegate all of
its responsibilities to subordinate officials. If so, it
raises a question about the purpose for which the Board was
establi~li~d. If there is not~tng it cannot delegate, whY
was it set up in the first place?
Different statutes give powers to different Government
agencies to deal with the same aspects of planning. The
powers of the preparation of the master pl~~ may be cit~d
as an example. The improvement Act places upon the Improve-
ment Trust a mandatory responsibility for preparing a master
plan for the area of its jurisdiction. The Pourashava

1. Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance, 3ec.20
.,

-
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Ordinance 1977 also provides such powers to all Pourashavas.
It is said tha Improvement Act is a special Act and there-
fore takes precedence. But this would only happen if there
is a conflict. Vfuathappens if there is no conflict? The
Dacca Improvement Trust has prepared a Master Plan which
did not include Nareynngallj. The Narayanganj Pourashava
may wish to prepare a Master Plan. Since there is no con-
flict, would it have th~opower to do so? The same question
could arise with regard/the Tongi Pourashava and Gulshan
Pourashava which were not in existence when the Town
Improvement Act was passed.
A second example occurs in Rajshahi where three different
authorities exist to decide applications for building
construction: The Rajshahi Town D~velopment Authority
under its speci~l statute, Rajshahi Pourashava under the
Pourashava Ordinance and the Building Construction Commi-
ttee constituted under the East Bengal Building Construc-
tion Act. Although the Rajshahi Town Development Author~ty
Ordinance attempted to incorporate the power directly by
providing for an Authorised Officer of, and responsible to
the Board of Authority. It did not provide for repeal of
the East Bengal Building Construction Act in the area.
Consequently, the committee continues to exist and perfo~
functions. The Act does provide for relative roles of
municipality and the Authority, but does not remove all
uncertainties. There is still a question as to how an
application reaches the municipality. If it is made to
the Authorised Officer (of Rajshahi Town Develop~ent
Authority) does it go to municipality at the same time
'or does provision regarding copy to municipality constitute
transmission. Does this provision allow the municipality
unrestrained discration to veto the Authorised Officer's
approval?

,
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6.4 The planning and building laws of Bangladesh in practice
The above findings concern~ng tte problems associated with
the present planning laws of Bangladesh have been supported
by research which indicates that the laws are not working
properly which has discovered a number of administrative
arrangements that have been evolved to try to circumvent
the constraints and difficulties created by the statutes.
First, there is the lack of municipal plans. The Muncipal
Administration Ordinance of 1960 introduced an authorization
for Pourashavas to make master plans. This power was conti-
nued by the Pourashava Ordinance 1977 but to date there are
no examples of any local authority having used its power.
As planning laws, therefore, the local authority ~tatues
have not worked. It is true that several master plans were
prepared by the Urban Development Directorate of the Govern-
ment for some of the Pourashavas, but none of them has been
approved or implemented so far. This suggests an inadequate
interest and capacity on the part of the local authorities.
As for the major cities, the Master Plans of Dacca, Chitta-
gong and Khulna (prepared and adopted under their respec-
tive special statutes) have become out-dated and have not
been revised since their adoption about 20 years back. For
reasons suggested above, they could not be rigorously enfor-
ced and the development of these cities has left them behind.
As a result they are no longer relevant to the present con-
ditions. The planning institutions which do exist are
apparently incapable of revising the master plan. documents
to .reflect the current urban situation. No doubt, this is
partly due to the shortage of planning staff. But it also
suggests that the kind of master plan being asked for by the.
law may not be appropriate to the local situation and to
local needs. A plan that cannot be kept upto date is ~f

,
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little value and may be counter productive. Planning in
Bangladesh may have to be tailored to fit the resources
available.
Se~ond, the research revealed that permissions are not
asked for or obtained for many of the buildings constr-
ucted in the major cities. In Dacca, only 3700 applica-
tions for permission were submitted in 1977. But actual
observation indicates that several thousand buildings are
constructed every year. It suggests that the number of
unauthorised buildings are very large.
A large percentage (approx.30%) of the applications that
were made had to be submitted as a fulfilment of the requi-
rements for a loan from the House Building Finance Corpora-
tion for the purpose of building. This implies that the
building control laws will be ineffective unles~ they make
use of incentives which encourage compliance.
In fact, however, the research showed that unofficial dis-
incenti.ves operate. In many cases, favourable and timely
decisions on building applications depended on the payment
of some extra-remuneration to the officials. Thus, frequ-
ently decisions are made on financial, not planning grounds.
The higher the total costs, the more the builder isencour-
aged to try "to get away with it". This process stimulates
further flouting of the law.
It has also been found that the procedures required by the
laws in regard to building permission are not being follo-
wed by the Government departments or the applicants. The
administrative comple~ties required under the laws have
been simplified by ignoring the statutory ~anguage. Ori-
ginally planning applications in Dacca were sent both to
the Pourashava and the Authorised Officer of the Government

•
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(as appears to be required under the laws), but today without
a statutory change they are submitted only to the Authorised
Officer. The legal responsibility of the Dacca Municipal.
Corporation is being overlooked.

6.5 Possible causes of the problems in the planning law
It may be suggested th~t one of the reasons that planning
statutes in Bangladesh have been found inadequate, and that
they have been sporadic. Each of the statutes and ordinance s
examined has been adopted in responce to immediate needs but
they were never properly synchronised. The Bengal Municipal
Act (1932) was enacted by the British administration to esta-
blish local Governments in Bengal. Its antecedents, clearly,
were the nineteenth century health and sanitary boards
statutes of England. It did not mention planning. After
the partition in 1947. the East Bengal Building ponstruction
Act 1952 was passed to empower the Provincial Government to
control building construction in urbwl areas. It made no
reference to the building control powers existing in the
Bengal Municipal Act. While planning was mentioned in the
preamble, the statute ~ade no provision for an organized
planning process that would co~ordinate the activities of
public agencies, includes the municipalities. In 1953, the
necessity of creating an enforcement agency to manage the
development activities for the growing Dacca area was felt ~
and the Town Improvement Act was passed. When the Town
Improvement Act was amended in 1958 to make it a planning
and development agency with the power of making a master
plan an effort was also made to co-ordinate some of the
building approval process: But it WtlS done in such. away
as to create more jurisdictional problem than it solved.
When the Chittagong Development Authority Ordinance was
passed in 1959 and the Khulna Development Authority
Ordinance in 1961 they continued the pattern of independent

I
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agencies with powers of planning and building control sepa-
rate from those of the municipality. Thenwhen the Municipal
Administration Ordinance was passed in 1960 to give munici-
pal planning power, and continue municipal authority over
building controls, it did not recognise or allow for the
activities of the development authorities and improvemen~
trusts.
Furthermore, laws have borrowed heavily from the western
practices and the western laws but it has not sufficiently
adopted them to local needs and requirements. The zoning
system of a master plan, for instance, is almost impossible
to enforce in a congested city like Dacca where the problemS
are of.different level of magnitude than those with which
the master plan was devised to deal.
Finally, the building control system is complex and is.not
appropriate to .the living conditions of the people of
Bangladesh. The system of applications, appeals and prose-
cutions is cumbersome and the standards are unrealistic.
The system is not appropriate given the availability of
trained manpower.

SummaI';y
To sum up the conclusions, therefore, with generalisations
existing planning l~ws can be characterized as too wide in
.scope, too complex and too discretionary (and lacking in
objective standards). The~e are overlaps between them and
conflict with each other. It is not surprising because
the laws were framed at different times over a period of
years, borrowed in content from the western laws and were
not specially adopted for conditions and were not even
synchronized with each other •
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The weaknesses of the planning legislation are mirrored in
their poor administration. Most buildfngs are constructed
without permission. The negligible number that are built
with permission often receive the permission on the basis
of extra payment of money to expedite the disposal. There
is little consideration to building regulations or.to the
master plan.

6.7 aecommendations
The existing planning laws of the country need to be changed
and soon. The purpose of any such change must be to provide
clear and unambiguous powers and functions to the respective
agencies, to synchronise their activities, and clarify their
roles. This could be accomplished by either of the follow-
ing alternatives:

1. Either by the careful modifications .of the existing
planning laws to remove the overlapping and conflicts;
or

2. by a very careful drafting of a comprehensive new
statute for the country

1. Administrative re-organization
The administrative responsibilities with regard to the
powers of master plans, development control, appeals and
enforcements, should be made s,impleand clearly defined
in the statute: ~ changes made to the laws should
aim at reducing the overlap of responsibilities and
complexity between the agencies, and clarifying the
respective planning roles of the different agencies.
It should be categorically stated that only one appli-
cation need be submitted for building permission instead
of three: Also the power to frame the master plan
should be rendered to one agency, and similarly the
power to hear appeals.

•
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Preciseness of the individual acts
The individual acts should be made much more precise,
and the powers of different agencies should be stated
with clarity. The purpose of these powers should be
made clear: For e1X:ample,the definition in the East
Bengal Building Construction Act of "temporary building"
and the "delegation of powers" in the Chittagong Deve-
lopment Authority Ordinance deserve precision and
clarification.
2. Careful drafting of a comprehensive new statute
This alternative might ~equire the annulment. of all the
existing planning laws of the countr;y-. Atter that, a
thorough drafting of .the relevant laws wovld be needed
to be enacted in consideration with the ,resent and
future needs for planning in Bangladesh. T~is may
give a good synchronization of all the relevant laws
and remove the contradictions and conf~icts which exist
in the present planning laws.
3. Combination of 1 and 2
Another alternative may be a combination of the two ,above.
That is, some of the existing statutes could be reworded
to suit these to the present and future conditions and
some fresh laws can be passed as well.

General amnesty
In conclusion, it has been found that many existing unautho-
rised and illegal developments oannot be brought to suit the
prevailing legislation. Therefore,.i t is recommended that
a. ~neral amnesty be declared to those developments which
have taken place in the past: the attempts to include the
existing developments to confOrm to the planning laws may
fail and result in innumerable court cases which is impo-
ssible to dispose of by the authority in a reasobable time •

•
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Enforcement powers
The planning laws require a strong enforcement system if
they are to operate effectively. So the development
agendes and the Authorised Officer should be .provided
with more powers to enforce these laws. ?owers of prq-
secution should be given directly to these agencies
without requiring them to take.the previous permission
from the Government for so doing. Besides, some more
Magistrates with first class powers be deputed to the
development agencies for the quick disposal of cases.
Alternative to this may be to provide powers of imple-
menting the planning laws with the capacity to enforce
as a Magistrate of first class powers. This may ensure
the satisfactory implementation of planning laws in
Bangladesh.
Rules. regulations and guidance issued bY the Government
The Government should also issue periodioally the rules,
regulations and guidance as to clarifying the residential
density, detailed control for the newly developing key
areas and also general control for general applicability
to all areas. This will minimise the responsibilities of
t.hedevelopment agencies and the laws will be easier for
j,mplementation.
Building plan and services
The analysis indica'ce,,:that landowners are more likely
to observe the building and planning controls when they
are connected in some way to a service desired by the
owner.. This is particularly evident in the case qf loans
from the House Building Finance Corporation. This suggests
that such controls in future might be connected with other
services. Approved plan, for example, might be required
as a pre~condition for electricity, gas or water connections •

•
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Publications in BangIa
The lack of knowledge and awarness on the part of the people
are also causes of disobedience to planning law. So the
Government(or the agencies) should publish periodically
the short.literature and descriptions of the planning laws
and its implications in BangIa and make these within the
easy reach of the.people so that they can understand the
laws and express eagerness to follow those. This can
inevitably remove some gap of awareness due to the lang-
uage barrier. This can be recommended as an interim
arrangement until complete jump to BangIa Planning law
is fully possible.

,
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APPENDICES
(True copy)

APPENDIX 1
Chittagong Municipality

Order Communication

From: The Chairman of the Municipal Commissioner,
Chittagong Municipality.

TO X Y Z Company, Chittagong
Dated 1951 •

askihg permission for construction of building
Permission for the construction of building is allowed
on the following conditions :

1. That all the five houses must be in conforming to the
plan submitted.

2. The Pucca drain should not be less than with 4' x 4'
water only and R.C. or any other covering should not
be more than 8' at a trench and to be so constructed
that there may not be any chance of free flowing of
the drained water.

3. Under the present ordinance they will have to take
separate approval from the Town Planning Committee.

Sd/-
Chairman,
Chittagong Municipality •

•
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APPENDIX 2
Chittagong Municipality
Order Cbmmmlication

,
~

. From:

To I

The Chairman of the Municipal Commissloners,
Chittagong
X y Z

Order on his petition No. dated 1953 asking
permission for construction of building.
Permission for the erec.tionis given oliconditions
1. That the land must belong to his/her.
2. Tnat the work to be done as per plan and specification,

any variation will be subject to fresh approval.
3. Pucca drain to be constructed along the back side and

upto nullah a North carry sullage water into nullah.
Permission for construction of septic tank latrine for
50 users is given on the following conditions :
1. The site of septic tank should be preferably on the

side of the Municipal nullah (North East corner) at
a distance of atleast 5' from the nullah; from the
dwelling house or cookshed and 4' from the boundary
line on the East Qr West and 50' from any water source
(lit.le tank or well etc.)

2. It should (septic tank) be constructed @ 3 eft. per
user and should be built in two sections under the
name of grit chamber and digestion chamber separated
by an upper and lower baffle wall.

3. There must be pleaty of space above the line of fluid
which stands in the tank to accommodate. the screen and
the gas.

•
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4. There must be water seal inlet and outlet to maintain
the fluid at a definite level and prevent the escape
ot foul gases which should be let off by gas pipe.

5. Under no circumstances should any disinfectant be
used. This method takes action of biological action
of putrefactive Bacteria.

6. There must be abundant supply of ;;ater to be provided
on automatic and occasional flush sufficient to carry
the excr~ment into the tank and to keep the place clean.

7. The affluent from the septic tank should be drained off
to the Municipal nullah to the North or East after it
has been passed through a covered 8oakpit.

I8. Arrangement for 'Manhole' is to be kept for periodical
clearance of sludge from the septic tank at your own
cost.

Sd/-
Chairman,

Chittagong Municipality.

,
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APPENDIX J

(English version of the Bengali original)

Notice 1954

As the report reveals that ,nthout obtaining permission
of this office i.e. in violation of the rules and without
submission of maps etc., you have constructed a shed of •
16' x 14'.

You are asked to show cause within 3 days why you will not
be prosecuted in the criminal court for the Action; other-
wise normal legal procedure will be adopted.

sd/-
Chairman,

Municipality, Chittagong.,

•
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APPENDIX 4
Chittagong Hunicipality
Order Communication

From: The Chairman of the Municiapl Commissioner.
Chittagong Municipality.

To : X Y Z

Order on his petition No.
Dated

dated
1954

asking perTl:l.s-
sion Wlauthori.sed construction.

Order:
Permission for the construction of a hut measuring
16' x 14' is given on condition:
1. That the land must belong to him
2. That the plinth of the hut must be raised by

l' - .6" above the compound level.
3. That separate permission is to be taken from the

Authorised Officer, Chittagong before starting the
construction.

Sd/-,
Chairman,. ,

'Chittagong Municipality.

•
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•••' 1959

Authorisation

In $xercise of the powers conferred on me under section 3
of East Bengal Building Construction Act. 1952, I hereby
authoriz$ to
construct th$ Building in the area described in the Sch$dule
below in accordance with the plan approved by me for this
specific purpose.
The permission granted for construction does not in any
wa<! confer ~ny right or title to the plot or plots of land
on which the construction is sought for. In cases of
disputed possession. permission will be rescinded.
The authorisation does not exempt the ovrner from taking
permission of the Municipality under Municipal Act.

Sd/-
Commissioner,

Chittagong Division
and

Authorised officer,
Chittagong.

•
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APPENDIX 6

Office of the C.D.A.
80, Quaid-c-Millat Road, .

Chittagong.
. 1960

To
The Administrative Officer,
Chittagong Municipality,
Chittll.gong.

The undersigned has the honour to inform you that the
case was recommended vide this office Memo No. dated

1959 for the construction of slab and the A.O.
accord permission under .his Memo No. dated '59.

The case is therefore, now returned for your necessary
action please •.

sd/-
Asstt. Planning Officer

Chittagong Development Authority.

•
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